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ABSTRACT 
An investigation was conducted to determine whether image processing and machine vision 
technology could be used for identification of the damage factor in com kernels. Prominent types of 
com kemel damage were found to be germ damage and blue-eye moid damage. A sample set 
containing 720 kemels with approximately equal numbers of blue-eye mold-damaged, germ-
damaged, and sound kemels was obtained and evaluated by human inspectors and the computer 
vision system. While the computer vision system developed was slightly less consistent in 
classification than trained human inspectors, it did prove to be a promising step toward inspection 
automation. 
Two probabilistic neural network architectures were implemented. The first network, based 
on a universal smoothing factor algorithm, was used to segment the collected images into blue-eye 
mold-damaged, germ-damaged, sound germ, shadow in sound germ, hard starch, and soft starch 
areas. Morphological features from each of the segmented areas were then input to a second 
probabilistic neural network which used genetic algorithms to optimize a unique smoothing factor for 
each network input. Output of the second layer network was overall kemel classification of blue-eye 
mold-damaged, germ-damaged, and sound. Overall accuracy of classification on unseen images was 
78%, 94%, and 93% for blue-eye mold-damaged, germ-damaged, and sound categories, respectively. 
Correct classification for sound and damaged categories on unseen images was 92% and 93%, 
respectively. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE RE VIEW 
This dissertation presents the application of image processing and neural network pattern 
recognition techniques for detection of the damage factor used in com kemel grading. Traditionally, 
grade determination and classification of com marketed in the US has been based strongly on a visual 
rating factor determined by human inspectors. This visual rating is particularly complicated due to 
the inherent biological non-uniformity in com kernels. Inspections are time consuming and can be 
quite subjective. Due to the complexity and need for a trained expert to grade com samples, only 
those samples representing terminal and U.S. export sales are officially graded. Description of 
damaged kemel properties and removal of subjectivity in grading are high priorities of the U.S. 
national grain inspection system. Rapid, repeatable tests would improve grain quality and reduce 
inspection costs. A computer vision system could potentially be used to reduce the tedious human 
involvement and perform inspections more objectively. 
Advances in the capability of machine vision hardware and a parallel decline in cost have 
opened the way to its use in many agricultural applications. Color computer vision has been used 
successfully for sorting of apples (Throop and Aneshansley, 1997), peaches (Miller and Delwiche, 
1991), peanuts (Dowell, 1992), potatoes (Deck et al., 1995), prunes (Delwiche et al., 1990), and many 
other agricultural products. Under a particular set of lighting and calibration conditions, a machine 
vision system can extract visual image data from an object quickly and repeatably. In addition, 
lighting and sensor calibration can be adjusted to pick up information and wavelengths not visible to 
the human eye. 
Com (also known as maize) plays a pivotal role in the agricultural economy of the U.S. and 
in much of the rest of the world. Com ranks number one in total production value when compared to 
other major crops produced in the U.S. In 1997, the value of U.S. com production was 24.4 billion 
dollars (NCGA 1998a). Worldwide, the volume of com produced has been on the increase; advances 
in genetics and biotechnology only promise to continue this trend. Volume of U.S. com produced for 
grain in past years is shown in Figure 1-1. As the figure shows, the U.S. produced 239 million metric 
tons of com for grain in 1997 (NCGA 1998b). Table 1-1 details worldwide production of com for 
grain in 1996 (USDA, 1998). 
The Official United States Standards for grain provide the criteria for determining kind, class 
and condition of grain. The standards set grade limits based on factor determinations. Grade factors, 
that vary by grain, include test weight, damaged kemels, and foreign material (USDA 1997). Com is 
divided into three classes based on color, yellow com, white com, and mixed com. Each class is 
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Figure I-l: Total U.S. com production 1927-1997 (After NCGA 1998b) 
Conversion from bushels to metric tons was 56 Ib/bu, 2205 lb/metric ton 
Table 1-1: 1996 Worldwide com area and production 
Continent Area Production for Grain 
(1,000 hectares) (1,000 metric tons) 
North America 41,064 266^14 
South America 19,612 56,550 
EU 4,092 34,754 
Switzerland 24 215 
Eastern Europe 7,023 25,315 
Former Soviet Union 2,136 4,824 
Africa 24,879 40,513 
Asia 42,203 161,190 
Oceania 83 516 
World total 141,116 590,091 
Source; USDA/National Agricultura Statistics Service, 1998 
divided into five numerical grades and U.S. sample grade designating com of distinctively low 
quality. Table 1-2 lists the quality factor criteria for each of the five numerical grades. 
1.1. FGIS Corn Inspection 
The Federal Grain Inspection Service (FGIS), part of the Grain Inspection, Packers and 
Stockyards Administration (GEPSA), was established to facilitate the marketing of U.S. grain by 
ensuring consistency in the U.S. grain inspection system. The goal is to move grain into the market 
place by providing farmers, grain handlers, processors, exporters, and intemational buyers with 
standards and inspection procedures describing grain; a means for determining storability and 
condition; and a framework for improving grain quality. 
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Table 1-2: FGIS grade criteria for com (After USDA, 1997) 
USDAGrade* Minimum Test Weight Maximum Maximum Damaged 
(pounds per bushel) BCFM' % Kernels Total % 
1 56 2.0 3.0 
2" 54 3.0 5.0 
3 52 4.0 7.0 
4 49 5.0 10.0 
5 46 7.0 15.0 
* Sample grade com is com that does not meet the requirements for grades I-S; or which contains stones; or 
which is musty, sour, or heating; or which has any commercially objectionable foreign odor, or which is 
otherwise of distinctly low quality. 
""The levels for No. 2 com are normally used as standards by country elevators. 
Broken com and foreign material. 
A process map of the inspection process for determination of a grade in com is illustrated 
in Figure 1-2. First, a 2000-g sample is drawn either by probe or by a mechanical sampling 
device. The sample is split using a Boemer divider into a file sample (used only if a re-inspection 
is necessary) and an inspection sample of about 1000-g. The inspection sample is then examined 
for objectionable odors, heating, and insect infestation which would indicate potential for low 
quality. A 250-g subsample is removed and tested for moisture and then returned to the work 
sample for measurement of test weight. The weight of dockage (material other than com) is then 
determined by screening juid handpicking of non-com material. Dockage in com is commonly 
called "broken com and foreign material" (BCFM) and is separated into two portions: broken 
com (BC) is all matter that passes through a 12/64 inch round-hole sieve, but will not pass 
through a 6/64 inch round-hole sieve; foreign material (FM) is all matter that passes through a 
6/64 inch round-hole sieve and all matter other than com that remains on top of the 12/64 inch 
round-hole sieve. BCFM is the sum of BC and FM. Lastly, each kernel in a 250-g sample is 
individually examined (hand-picked) for damage by comparing its visual appearance with 
interpretive line slides (slide film photos representing different tjpes of damage). Most of the 
types of damage represented by the interpretive line slides result in some sort of discoloration or 
change in kernel texture. Each interpretive line slide shows the amount of discoloration or 
deterioration necessary for a kernel to be considered damaged. Table 1-3 lists the different types 
of damage evaluated by visual inspection. 
Of the grade determining factors, damage is the most difficult to evaluate. Visual 
inspection is highly subjective and inconsistent. Use of machine vision is a proposed aid in 
removal of subjectivity in determination of the com kernel damage factor. 
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Figure 1-2: FGIS com grading procedure (Hurburgh and Steenhoek, 1997) 
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Table 1-3: Types of damage evaluated by visual inspection 
Type of Damage Characteristics 
Blue-eye moid Kernels with blue mold in the germ. Blue-eye mold damage is a dark bluish 
purple color and typically appears in the kernel embryo area along the growing 
point axis and extending to the kernel tip. Blue-eye mold is a fimgus which 
grows under the com pericarp. 
Cob rot Discoloration or rotting caused by a fungus that attacks ears of weakened plants. 
Drier Kernels which have a discolored, wrinkled, and blistered appearance; or are 
puffed or swollen and slightly discolored, and which often have damaged germs; 
or whose seed coats are peeling off or appear fractured due to heat caused by 
artificial drying methods. 
Germ Kernels that are discolored by heat or mold resulting from respiration. Germ 
damage is typically expressed by a brownish discoloration throughout the 
embryo area. Germ d^age is caused by respiration (heating) of com during 
storage which results in a chemical transformation of the com embryo. 
Ground or weather Kernels with dark stains or discolorations and rough appearance caused by 
extended soil contact or weather exposure. 
Heat Kernels that are materially discolored and damaged by external heat or as the 
result of heating caused by fermentation. 
Mold Kernels that have evidence of mold. 
Sprout Kernels that have sprouted. 
Weevil or insect Kernels which bear evidence of boring or tunneling by insects. 
Source: Federal Grain Inspection Service (USDA, 1997) 
1.2. Overview of a Machine Vision System 
In recent years, machine vision has been applied to many agricultural applications. 
Based on several distinct but related technologies such as image processing, pattern recognition, 
artificial intelligence, and neural networks, machine vision provides a useful way to identify and 
measure characteristics of biological products. Being a nondestructive process, machine vision 
analysis of biological materials can be modified to fit many different applications, and can 
provide fast and objective analysis. 
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In general, a machine vision system consists of the following; 
• An image capture device. This device "takes a picture" of the object to be inspected 
or evaluated. Common image capture devices include video cameras, line-scan 
cameras, and flatbed scanners. 
• A digitizer. The output &om video cameras are modulated signals. A digitizer 
board is used to convert the analog camera output into digital frames and to transfer 
that information to the host computer. 
• Specialized hardware for image frame processing. Algorithms for image processing 
are mathematically complex, and can exceed the functionality of the image 
processing system's host processor. Boards with highly parallel processing engines 
are often used to rapidly compute the large anunount of information contained in 
image frames. 
• Software algorithms for segmentation or partitioning of regions corresponding to 
objects within the image scene. Segmentation methods can be quite simple (a 
threshold, a gradient detection, or a spatial filter), or can be quite complex and 
statistically based (as are the pattern recognition techniques developed in chapter 
two of this dissertation). 
• Software algorithms for morphological feature extraction of segmented images. 
These algorithms measure size, shape, position, average intensities, frequency, and 
other attributes of partitioned regions. 
• A decision algorithm based on statistical, heuristic, fiiz^, or neural intelligence. 
The machine vision system implemented in this dissertation collected color images of 
com kernels from a video camera. A digitizer and specialized image frame processor were 
connected to a Windows computer system. Software algorithms based on neural network color 
classification techniques were used to segment sound and damaged com kernel features within 
the collected images. The segmented features were extracted and measured, using image 
morphology techniques. Finally, a neural network decision algorithm used the morphological 
measurements to classify kernels into sound and damaged categories. 
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13. Nearal Networks 
Often defined as a computer application that attempts to mimic the neurophysiology of 
the human brain, a neural network is capable of learning fix>m examples to find patterns in data 
fix>m a representative data sample. The neural network is first trained, which involves examining 
sample data and adjusting weights and factors to produce optimal predictions. Following 
training, new "unseen" data can be entered and the network generates predictions. Neural 
networks are able to detect complex, non-linear relationships in data to make predictions for 
analytical problems that have relationships within data that are not fully understood and contain 
repeated data patterns. Implemented as a "black box," a neural network can often effectively 
predict the response to biological system inputs, solving complicated phenomena without a 
generation of explanations being required. 
Applications of neural networks include pattern recognition, optimization, control, and 
decision making. Potential applications are those in which intelligent functions are performed 
effortlessly and conventional computation has proven cumbersome or inadequate (Zhuang and 
Engel, 1990). Applications of neural networks in agriculture, particularly in areas related to 
machine vision, are abundant. The literature is full of such applications such as automated 
inspection of fhiits, plants, and food. Chapter two of this dissertation discusses specific literature 
related to neural network applications for image processing. 
In this dissertation, two neural network implementaions were developed. One network 
was used to identify point-specific color patterns and map those color patterns to a segmented 
image. A second network processed morphological features extracted by the first network and 
predicted an overall image category for blue-eye mold-damaged, germ-damaged, and sound com 
kernels. 
1.4. Objectives 
The overall objective of this research was to apply computer imaging to the measurement 
of USDA damage factor in com. 
Specific objectives were the following: 
1. To determine the prominent types of com kernel damage in the commercial 
marketing system, and their inspection variability. 
2. To develop a computer vision system for capture of com kemel images. 
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3. To develop a method for segmentation of damaged areas in com kernel images. 
4. To classify segmented com kemel images into appropriate damage categories. 
5. To compare the accuracy and repeatability of computer vision com damage 
inspection to human inspection. 
1.5. Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation includes two papers intended for publication in scholarly journals. The 
first paper (Chapter 2) describes the implementation of objective 3. The second paper (Chapter 3) 
covers objectives 1,2,4, and S. The papers are preceded by this general introduction, and are 
followed by a general summary of conclusions, suggestions for future work, and an appendix 
containing information pertinent to both papers. References cited in each of the papers are listed 
at the end of that particular paper. 
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2. PROBABILISTIC NEURAL NETWORKS FOR SEGMENTATION 
OF FEATURES IN CORN KERNEL IMAGES 
A paper to be submitted to Applied Engineering in Agriculture 
Loren Steenhoek, Dr. Manjit Misra, Dr. William Batchelor, and Dr. Jennifer Davidson 
2.1. Summary 
A method is presented for clustering of pixel color information to segment features 
within com kernel images. Features for blue-eye mold, germ damage, sound germ, shadow in 
sound germ, hard starch, and soft starch were indentified by red, green, and blue (RGB) pixel 
value inputs to a probabilistic neural network. A data grouping method to obtain an unweighted 
exemplar set for adjustment of the Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) weights and optimization 
of a universal smoothing factor is described. Of the 14,427 available exemplars (RGB pixel 
values sampled from previously collected images), 778 were used for adjustment of the network 
weights, 737 were used for optimization of the PNN smoothing parameter, and 12,912 were 
reserved for network validation. Based on a universal PNN smoothing factor of 0.05, the network 
was able to provide an overall pixel classification accuracy of 86% on calibration data and 75% 
on unseen data. Much of the misclassification was due to overlap of pixel color pattern values 
among classes. When the network predictions were aggregated among similar classes (blue-eye 
mold and germ damage, sound germ and shadow in sound germ, and hard and soft starch), 
network results were significantly enhanced so that the network could theoretically classify 
94.7% of unseen pixel color pattern records into categories of damaged, germ, and starch. 
Implementation of the PNN to segment images allowed for calculation of features determining 
overall com kernel classification. Image quality was shown to be important to the success of this 
algorithm as lighting and camera depth of field effects caused artifacts in the segmented images. 
2.2. Introduction 
Most com kemel damage in midwestem U.S. growing regions is due to either germ or 
blue-eye mold damage (Steenhoek et al., 1999). Analysis and classification of that damage is 
quite subjective and a computer imaging system was developed to capture and classify com 
kemel images from undamaged, blue-eye mold-damaged, and germ-damaged kemel samples. In 
11 
this paper, a method for segmentation of damaged areas in com kernel images using neural 
network pattern recognition techniques is developed. The goal of the segmentation is to identify 
boundaries of areas in the com kernel images so that those areas could be measured and entered 
as features in an algorithm to assess overall kernel classification into blue-eye mold, germ 
damage, or sound categories. 
Description of damaged kernel properties and inspection automation are high priorities of 
the U.S. national grain inspection system. A computer vision system capable of identifying 
damaged areas within com kernels could be a possible tool to reduce the tedious human 
involvement and to perform inspections more objectively. For a computer vision system to 
classify com kernel images into overall kernel classification categories, it is necessary to first 
preprocess or segment those images into separate areas representing categories such as mold, 
germ damage, sound germ, hard and soft starch, etc. 
Several researchers have investigated the use of image processing for identification of 
features of interest in biological products. Panigrahi et al. (1998) used linear discriminate 
analysis to classify edible soybean images into light, medium, and dark color groups using 
normalized RGB and hue, saturation, intensity (HSI) color coordinates. Ng et al. (1998) 
developed a color calibration method and a back-propagation neural network applied to RGB 
pixel values to identify mold and nonmold pixels in com kernel images. Gao et al. (199S) applied 
two color segmentation techniques for meat images; application of a threshold window (based on 
standard deviations from the mean) and application of a Mahalanobis distance criteria on each of 
the RGB color histograms. The Mahalanobis distance method provided the best results. A pixel 
clustering technique was used by Klinker et al. (1988) to separate image pixels based on color. 
The procedure used was to project all pixels from an image containing objects of different color 
into three-dimensional RGB space and then use cluster analysis methods to identify and 
distinguish between areas of different colors in the image. 
23. PNN Model 
There are many neural network architecture models. Lippmann (1987), Hush and Home 
(1993), Rumelhart et al. (1994), Widrow and Lehr (1990), and others have authored tutorials of 
the theory behind these varied architectures. Perhaps the most popular network model is the 
classical multilayer perceptron (Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986), which has been applied to 
many agricultural artificial intelligence problems (McClendon and Batchelor, 1995; Panigrahi et 
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al., 1994; Dowel!, 1994; Jia, 1993). Among the weaknesses of the back propagation network are 
sensitivity to variations in training data, difRcuities encountered in choosing the number of 
hidden nodes and learning rate (Batchelor et al., 1997), susceptibility to false minima, and length 
of learning time required. Other approaches have included Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) 
or Kohonen Networks (Ahmad et al., 1993; Yie et al., 1993; Panigrahi and Marsh, 1996), Hadial 
Basis Function networks, and Discriminate Function approaches (Precetti and Knitz, I993a,b). 
One additional network architecture that has not been published widely in the agricultural 
literature is the Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) popularized by D.F. Specht (1988, 1990, 
1996). 
For the generalized problem with distinctly separable data, the PNN essentially works as 
a look-up table, providing a response to new input patterns that is similar to the response of 
training patterns closest to the new input feature space. It is referred to as a memory-based model 
because it represents generalizations of the inputs which "memorize" response to the training 
data. A probability density estimate is established via a Gaussian window placed at every 
training sample so that a non-zero response is output over a localized region of the input space. 
Training patterns determine the window positions and responses so that new inputs will generate 
a response that is similar to the response generated by the training data that they resemble (Hush 
and Home, 1993). As with other pattern recognition techniques, PNNs require that training data 
be available from the entire solution space domain. A PNN can be trained with sparce data but 
cannot extrapolate across missing classification patterns. 
PNNs are feedforward neural networks and respond to an input pattern by processing the 
input data from one layer to the next with no feedback paths. An inherent advantage of the PNN 
architecture is that it responds only to inputs that are in the same region of the training data input 
space. Furthermore, training the network to have a proper response in one part of measurement 
space does not disturb the trained response in other distant parts of the measurement space. Other 
advantages are as follows: 
• PNNs train quickly as only one pass through the data is required 
• PNNs have only one free parameter, the smoothing factor, to be adjusted by the user 
and this factor can be adjusted at run-time without the requirement of network 
retraining 
• Shape of the decision surfaces can be made as complex as necessary or very simple 
by choosing appropriate values for the smoothing factor 
• Sparse samples are adequate for network performance 
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• Results are not dependent on randomization order of training data 
• Training can be incremental as data becomes available and old patterns can be 
'forgotten" and replaced by new patterns if so desired 
A major disadvantage of the PNN architecture is that it requires one node or neuron for 
each training exemplar. For large training data sets, this disadvantage presents a computational 
problem as computer memory is required and the amount of computation necessary to classify an 
unknown point at run-time is proportional to the size of the training set. Both of these issues, 
however, are becoming negligible as computer technology advances. 
A detailed derivation of the probabilistic neural network is developed in Specht (1988, 
1990, 1996) and Masters (1993, 1995). The discussion that follows is intended to summarize 
Specht's derivation and provide the reader of this paper with a very generalized outline of 
probabilistic neural network principles. 
Statistically paralleled by kernel discriminant analysis, probabilistic neural networks are 
based on the Bayesian strategy for pattern recognition, which postulates that a decision rule to 
classify patterns should minimize "expected risk" of misclassification. If the probability density 
functions for categories 0a, ©b, , ©n can be defined by fA[X], faPC],..., fsEX], then the a 
priori probability (hAjhe, ...,hN)of occurrence of patterns from each category and the loss 
associated with misclassification (1 Ib> ... > U) can be used to develop the decision rule 
relationship shown in Equation 2-1 where d(X) is a classification function for the input vector X. 
This decision rule is derived in many intermediate level statistical books and will not be justified 
here. 
The accuracy of decision boundaries depends on the accuracy with which the underlying 
probability density functions (fAPC], fslXI. ••. > ^nEX] ) are estimated. Cacoullos (1966) has 
suggested a Gaussian kernel that expresses a multivariate estimate of the probability density 
function to be: 
d(X) = 0k if hklkfk[x] < hqlqfq[x] for all k?tq Equation 2-1 
Equation 2-2 
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where: k = category 
i = pattern number 
m = total number of training patterns 
Xiu = i* training pattern from category k 
CT = smoothing parameter 
p = dimensionality of measurement space. 
In Equation 2-2, f k[X] is simply the sum of small multivariate Gaussian distributions 
centered at each of the training samples. The variable CT is a smoothing factor which in effect 
determines the Gaussian window width and the degree of interpolation between points. For the 
two-dimensional input case shown in Figure 2-1, a small value of CT gives distinct modes 
corresponding to the locations of training samples. As the value of CT increases, the degree of 
interpolation also increases. Some experimentation is required to determine the smoothing factor 
that is best for each data set; however, no retraining is required as it is applied at run-time. Ward 
Systems Group (1993) suggests good results with the smoothing factor range of 0.01 to 1. In this 
paper, an optimal value of CT was determined by computational iteration. 
As with other types of feedforward networks, the PNN is built upon several layers of 
neuron units. Figure 2-2 shows the PNN architecture for a two-category classification. For the 
generalized case, the input vector X is normalized to unit length and fed into the input unit 
neurons. Pattern units in the second layer are joined to the input layer by weights that form a 
natural dot product with the input vector. Thus Zi = X • Wi. If the nonlinear operation exp[ (Zi -
1 )/ CT^ ] is then applied, the result is equivalent to using Equation 2-2, which is the same form as: 
In the third layer, summation unit neurons add the inputs from pattern units that 
correspond to the category from which training patterns were selected. The network is trained by 
setting the W; weight vector in one of the pattern units equal to each of the X patterns in the 
training set and then connecting the pattern unit's output to the appropriate summation unit. A 
separate neuron (pattern unit) is required for every training pattern. Training is a one-pass 
operation. Sensitivity of the network is then adjusted by selecting an optimal smoothing factor. 
This paper describes implementation of the most generalized form of PNN. More 
advanced versions, which optimize the smoothing factor via statistical and genetic techniques. 
exp 
•> 
2a 
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have been developed (Masters 1993, 1995; Ward Systems, 1997) and are implemented in Chtioui 
et al. (1996, 1998) and Steenhoek et al., 1999. 
2.4. Objective 
The objective of this study was to develop and test an image processing algorithm for 
segmentation of damaged and sound areas within com kemel images using a probabilistic neural 
network and color pattem recognition techniques. 
2.5. Materials and Methods 
The hypothesis of this experiment was that com kemel damage categories could be 
recognized by repeatable color patterns and those color patterns could be identified and used to 
segment areas in com kemel images. Thus, a procedure was developed to collect RGB pixel 
values from areas representing several attribute categories and to use those values for training of a 
neural network that would be used for image segmentation. 
2.5.1. Corn kernel images 
Selection of com kemel samples, development of a machine vision system, and 
acquisition of the com kemel images is described in Steenhoek et al. (1999). Briefly, 720 kemels 
classified in roughly equal proportions of undamaged, germ-damaged, and blue-eye mold-
damaged categories were collected from 24 hand-picked sample lots. Each of the 720 kemels 
was assigned a randomly generated three-character code (kemel code) and placed in an individual 
plastic bag. All kemels were inspected by four members of the Federal Grain Inspection Service 
(FGIS) Board of Appeals and Review and assigned to categories of blue-eye mold-damaged, 
germ-damaged, and sound. Each inspector's score was recorded in a database of kemel codes 
along with a notation for inspector concurrence, which indicated that all four inspectors assigned 
the same category for a particular kemel. Three frame-averaged images of each of the 720 
kemels (2,160 total images) were obtained using an RGB color camera, a diffuse lighting 
chamber, and a Sharp GPB-2 digital image processing system. 
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2.5^. Identification of features to segment 
In the use of color imaging for identification of features in biological products, it is 
necessary to define problem-specific color-based features for the system to recognize. In this 
problem, the ultimate goal was to categorize kernel images as blue-eye mold-damaged, germ-
damaged, and sound. Therefore, attributes within the image that would be related to these overall 
kernel classifications needed to be identified. These attributes were pixel regions representing 
germ damage, blue-eye mold damage, sound germ, and starch. Because typical com kernels 
contain both hard and soft starch endosperm, with each type of starch having different color 
intensity, categories for both hard starch and soft starch were chosen. In addition, due to the 
biological three-dimensional nature of com kernels, it was found that areas of shadow were often 
found in the germ. Due to concern that the darker appearance of shadow in the sound germ areas 
could be misidentified as a damaged area, an additional class for shadow in sound germ was 
chosen. 
2.5.3. Acquisition of color pattern datapoints 
The goal of datapoint collection was to get representative exemplars for distinct color 
pattern classifications. For representative data to be obtained for training the neural network, 
datapoints were collected only from images of kemels having consensus opinions fi'om each of 
the four FGIS inspectors. Color pattern categories as illustrated in Figure 2-3 were as follows: 
blue-eye mold damage, germ damage, sound germ, shadow in sound germ, hard starch, and soft 
starch. Description of each of these categories is discussed in Table 2-1. These categories, not to 
be confused with overall kernel classification (i.e., blue-eye mold-damaged, germ-damaged, and 
sound) were for individual pixel points inside the kemels that represented color patterns related to 
overall kemel classification. If possible, four datapoints were collected for each attribute and 
associated image as detailed in Table 2-2. Some images did not have distinctly identifiable 
attributes related to a particular class, and, therefore, no data were collected. Datapoints for 
which red, green, or blue pixel values were equal to 255 (sensor saturation) were also Ignored. 
A program was developed to extract red, green, and blue pixel values from regions 
representing color pattem features fi'om each of the collected images. To collect a datapoint, a 
mouse crosshair was positioned to an x,y position of interest (color pattem category) in a com 
kemel image. Upon selection of a position of interest, the point was assigned to its associated 
color pattem class and its information was recorded in a relational database. Recorded 
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information for each color pattern point (hereafter referred to as datapoint) included the 
following: x and y pixel position, image filename, image kernel code, color pattern category, and 
RGB pixel values. A total of 14,427 datapoints was collected from the database of 2,160 images. 
A breakdown of the number of valid datapoints collected fh>m each attribute category is given in 
Table 2-3. 
2.5.4. Use of kernel edge datapoints for background segmentation 
Due to the three-dimensional biological nature of com kernels, it is a fact that even with 
the most optimal lighting conditions, shadows and a gradient descent of pixel values occurs in the 
pixels immediately surrounding the kernel edge. Four points from this area were sampled from 
each of the sound kernels using the color pattern datapoint collection program to determine the 
distribution of pixel level values at the kernel edge. This information was obtained for selection 
of a suitable threshold used to separate the kernel and black background. 
2.5.5. Datasets 
The 14,427 pixel datapoints collected from the image set were separated (based on the 
data grouping technique described in the following section) into three distinct pattern sets for use 
with the PNN model. A training set (778 records) was used to adjust the network weights; a 
smoothing set (737 records) was used to select a universal smoothing factor, and a validation set 
(12,912 records) was reserved to evaluate network performance on unseen data. At no time were 
the validation scenarios used to adjust the weights or the universal smoothing factor. Rather, they 
were used to estimate how accurately the network could classify unseen pixels. 
2.5.6. Grouping of data for network training 
Of the 14,427 valid datapoints, 778 were flagged for network training and 737 were 
marked for adjustment of the smoothing factor, leaving 12,912 for network validation. To 
generalize well across the anticipated input space and select balanced data for network 
optimization, the datapoints collected from each attribute category were broken up into low, 
medium, and high level groupings over each of the RGB color planes. Inasmuch as the original 
data were essentially normally distributed, a measure of 0.5 standard deviation (a, ) above or 
below the mean ( X) was used to divide the data into three equal groupings for each color plane 
and attribute category according to Equation 2-3. 
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Low if X < ( X - 0.5 CTi ) 
f ( X ) = - |  Med if (X-0.5ctc)< X< (X+0.5oic) 
H i g h  i f  X > ( X + 0 . 5 a k )  
Equation 2-3 
Each of the RGB color planes had three possible groupings; therefore, a total of nine 
possible groupings across each of the six previously described color pattern categories was 
created (54 groups in total). The number of pixels in each grouping is listed in Steenhoek, 1999. 
As an example. Table 2-4 shows the grouping distribution for the blue-eye mold pixels category. 
A training set was created by selecting all datapoints within each grouping and sorting the 
resulting recordset by kernel code. For the first 10 records in the sorted recordset, a flag was set 
to reserve those records for training. Following the example in Table 2-4, 10 of the 55 red-low 
green-medium grouping color pattern datapoints for blue-eye mold were marked for training of 
the PNN weights; 10 records were marked for optimization of the PNN smoothing parameter; and 
the remaining 35 records were reserved for validation of the trained network. 
2.5.7. PNN application for image segmentation 
The probabilistic neural network architecture implemented is illustrated in Figure 2-4. 
Red, green, and blue pixel values were used as inputs with output categories corresponding to the 
probability that a pixel datapoint would fall into one of the attribute classes of germ damage, 
blue-eye mold damage, germ OK, shadow in germ OK, dark starch, and light starch. For each 
network output, a floating point value between 0 and 1 represented the network's predicted 
probability for that category. A winner-take-all decision rule (largest output wins) gave the 
expected classification. 
The probabilistic neural network algorithm implemented in Ward Systems Group 
NeuroWindows dynamic link library (Ward Systems, 1993) was used for training and validation 
of the network described previously. First, the 778 color pattern datapoints that had been flagged 
as training exemplars were used for training of the network weights. Then a universal smoothing 
factor for all network inputs was selected by applying smoothing factor values ranging fi'om 
0.001 to 10 to the 737 color pattern datapoints that had been flagged for smoothing factor 
adjustment. As implemented in the NeuroWindows library, this smoothing factor had equal 
effect on each of the red, green, and blue network inputs. The criterion was to minimize the error 
in percent classification for the smoothing exemplars dataset. 
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2.6. Results and Discusssion 
Histograms of the valid datapoints collected from each attribute category are given in 
Figure 2-5. The kernel edge pixel region in the images collected was approximately three pixels 
wide. Inspection of the kernel edge histogram in comparison with other color pattern histograms 
showed that virtually all pixels with red or green levels less than 32 could be captured in the 
kernel edge group. A small number of blue-eye mold and germ damage color pattern datapoints 
had red or green pixel levels less than 32; however, the number was insignificant in relation to the 
nimiber of pixels with red or green levels greater than 32. In practice, a threshold on the red and 
green color planes (prior to application of the network) assigning all values less than 32 to a 
background category proved quite effective in separating the kernel and background. 
Table 2-5 lists the mean and standard deviation of gray levels for each attribute category 
color plane. As the spectral graphs and statistical measurements show, there is significant overlap 
between the blue-eye mold and germ damage categories, between sound germ and shadow in 
sound germ categories, and between hard and soft starch categories. This overlap confused the 
network model and caused high error for the prediction among these categories. 
Selection of training datapoints via Equation 2-3 and the previously described procedure 
gave a balanced distribution of samples across the expected input space. Rather than being 
weighted toward the mean (which would have biased the network towards expected mean value 
inputs), the training and smoothing factor adjustment exemplars were distributed across the input 
domain. The side effect of this strategy, however, may have enhanced network confusion due to 
overlap among color pattern categories. 
The network weights were first adjusted by a feedforward pass of the training records 
through the network. An optimal PNN smoothing factor was then selected by applying the 
trained network to smoothing samples recordset. As previously described, these smoothing 
samples were not included in the records used for training and validation. Smoothing factor 
values ranging from 0.001 to 10 were applied, and calculation of correctly classified patterns was 
performed. As Figure 2-6 shows, percent correct classification predictions for each of the color 
pattern datapoint categories varied across the range of smoothing factors simulated. In general, 
classification was very poor for smoothing factors of 0.001. As the smoothing factor value 
increased, classification accuracy increased to a maximum and then stabilized to a constant value. 
Smoothing factors greater than 2 gave very little change in classification. The optimal universal 
smoothing factor was selected to be 0.05. This value gave the maximum predicted classification 
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accuracy for all categories and near optimal classification accuracy for each individual color 
pattern group. The smoothing factor value of 0.05 agreed well with the Ward Systems Group's 
(1993) suggestion that good PNN results are usually attained with a smoothing factor value 
between 0.01 and 1. Classification accuracy on the smoothing datapoints recordset was 78%, 
79%, 87%, 93%, 89%, and 86% for blue-eye mold, germ damage, shadow in sound germ, sound 
germ, hard starch, and soft starch, respectively, for an overall classification accuracy of 86%. 
Predicted accuracy was significantly reduced when the network was applied to unseen validation 
records. Overall accuracy of the network on validation records was 75% with 62%, 66%, 73%, 
88%, 81%, and 84% accuracy for blue-eye mold, germ damage, shadow in sound germ, sound 
germ, hard starch, and soft starch, respectively. 
Table 2-6A and Table 2-6C show contingencies of classification among the smoothing 
and validation scenarios for application of the smoothing factor a = 0.05. Most misclassifications 
were between blue-eye mold and germ damage pixels, between sound germ and shadow in sound 
germ pixels, and between hard and soft starch pixels. As discussed previously, the spectral 
histograms showed data overlap in these categories and, therefore, significant network confusion 
would be anticipated. 
By aggregating the similar categories of blue-eye mold and germ damage, sound germ 
and shadow in sound germ, and hard and soft starch into categories of damage, germ, and starch, 
the theoretical network performance was enhanced. This aggregation, shown in Table 2-6B and 
Table 2-6D shows that theoretically, the network could predict with high accuracy (97%, 98%, 
and 98% for smoothing data; 92%, 96%, and 96% for validation data) between categories of 
damage, germ, and starch areas within the com kernel images (overall accuracy was 98% for 
smoothing records and 95% for validation data). 
Image segmentation using the trained networks was implemented on the Sharp board in 
hardware via values stored in a preprocessed look-up table. Red, green, and blue values from 
each com kernel image pixel were mapped to appropriate gray levels for each of the color pattern 
categories. For the six-color pattem category scenario (blue-eye mold, germ damage, sound 
germ, shadow in sound germ, hard starch, and soft starch), pixels having red or green levels less 
than 32 were mapped to a gray level of 25. Pixels having red, green, blue values corresponding 
to color pattem categories of germ damage, blue-eye mold damage, sound germ, shadow in sound 
germ, hard starch, and soft starch were mapped to arbitrarily assigned gray levels of 100, 125, 
150, 175, 200, and 250, respectively. For the aggregated three-color pattem category scenario 
(damage, germ, and starch), pixels having red or green levels less than 32 were mapped to a gray 
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level of 25, and pixels having red, green, blue values corresponding to color pattern categories of 
damage, germ, and starch were mapped to arbitrarily assigned gray levels of70, 140, and 210, 
respectively. 
Figure 2-7 shows segmented images of the PNN and optimal smoothing factor applied to 
each of the com kernel images displayed in Figure 2-3. The left column displays original color 
images, the middle column displays segmented images from the six-color pattern category 
scenario, and the right column displays segmented images from the aggregated three-color pattern 
category scenario. The segmented images show that in general color patterns representing com 
kemel damage areas can be identified and separated. There are, however, artifacts in the 
segmentation that were found in Steenhoek et al. (1999) to cause difficulty in using the 
segmented images for overall kemel classification. For example, in the germ-damaged kemel 
shown in Figure 2-7, a top-down view of the right side kemel edge is seen by the camera as a 
dark area due to lighting and depth of field effects. This dark area was misclassifled as damage. 
For the sound kemel example shown in Figure 2-7, light reflections at the kemel crown are seen 
by the camera as bright areas similar to the white germ area and are misclassifled as germ area. 
Similar types of misclassifications were seen in other kemel images. Clearly, the success of this 
type of segmenting algorithm is dependent largely on the quality of images to which it is applied. 
2.7. Conclusions 
An image processing algorithm for segmentation of damaged and sound areas within com 
kemel images was developed. Areas to segment were identified as blue-eye mold, germ damage, 
sound germ, shadow in sound germ, hard starch, and soft starch. Red, green, and blue pixel 
values representing each of these areas were sampled from 720 replicate images containing blue-
eye mold-damaged, germ-damaged, and sound com kemels to create a dataset with 14,427 total 
exemplars. These 14,427 patterns were divided into a balanced 778 pattem set for adjustment of 
network weights, a 737 pattem set for adjustment of the probabilistic neural network universal 
smoothing factor, and a 12,912 pattem set for validation of the network. A universal smoothing 
factor (a = 0.05) was selected using the criterion of percent classification of the smoothing 
exemplars dataset. Overall prediction accuracy of the network on unseen data was 75% with a 
large portion of the errors being misclassification between the similar categories of blue-eye mold 
and germ damage, sound germ and shadow in sound germ, and hard and soft starch. Through the 
aggregation of these similar categories into damage, germ, and starch categories, theoretical 
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classification accuracy was 95% on unseen data. Image quality was crucial to the success of this 
algorithm as artifacts firom lighting and depth of field effects were evident in some of the 
segmented images. 
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Figure 2-1: The smoothing effect of different values of a (after Specht, 1996). 
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Figure 2-5: Histograms of all valid datapoints collected for each attribute category 
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Figure 2-7: Segmented images 
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Table 2-1: Description of color pattern categories 
Attribute category Description of category 
Blue-eye mold damage Areas in blue-eye mold-damaged kernels which represent the color spectrum of 
blue-eye mold danftage. Blue-eye mold damage is a dark bluish purple color and 
typically appears in the kernel embryo area along the growing point axis and 
extending to the kernel tip. Blue-eye mold is a fungus which grows under the 
com pericarp. 
Germ damage Areas in germ-damaged kernels which represent the typical color spectrum of 
germ damage. Germ damage is typically expressed by a brownish discoloration 
throughout the embryo area. Germ damage is caused by respiration Gieating) of 
com during storage which results in a chemical transformation of the com 
embryo. 
Sound germ Areas in sound kernels which represent the typical color spectrum of an 
undamaged embryo (germ) area 
Shadow in sound germ The three-dimensional nature of a com kernel places a slight valley down the 
middle of the embryo region. Shadows from light reflections in this valley 
caused a slight darkening effect and in preliminary calibrations caused some 
sound kernels to be misclassified as having blue-eye mold due to color spectrum 
closeness 
Hard starch Areas in sound kernels which represent the color spectrum of dark (or hard) 
starch 
Soft starch Areas in sound kernels which represent the color spectrum of light (or soft) 
starch 
Kernel edge Since com kemels are three-dimensional in nature, a one to three-pixel transition 
between the background and kemel will necessarily contain shadows and out-of-
focus pixels that are darker than the kemel itself, but lighter than the 
background. These pixels are fairly dark and should not be confiised with germ 
damage and blue-eye mold damage pixels 
Table 2-2: Area of location for selection of attribute categories 
Sound kemels Hard starch (4 datapoints) 
Soft starch (4 datapoints) 
Sound germ (4 datapoints) 
Shadow in sound germ (4 datapoints) 
Germ-damaged kemels Germ damage (4 datapoints) 
Blue-eye mold-damaged kemels Blue-eye mold (4 datapoints) 
Selection of datapoints was as appropriate. All datapoints were disconnected. Some imagesMcemels did 
not have distinct attributes related to the desired class and, therefore, no data were collected for those 
kernels. No starch or normal germ datapoints were taken for germ-damaged or blue-eye mold-damaged 
kernels. Generally, damaged kernels will also have discolorations in other areas of the kernel. The idea 
was to get representative data for distinct classifications. 
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Table 2-3; Number of datapoints collected fh}m each attribute category 
Attribute category Number of datapoints collected &om image database 
Germ damage 2448 
Blue eye mold damage 2424 
Sound germ 2465 
Shadow in sound germ 2758 
Hard starch 2566 
Soft starch 1766 
Kernel edge 2760 
Table 2-4: Number of datapoints in each color grouping for the blue-eye mold category 
Red 
Green 
Blue 
Low 
Med 
High 
Low 
Med 
High 
Low 
Med 
High 
Red 
Med 
Green 
Low Med High 
662 55 0 
66 782 98 
0 71 690 
662 
55 
0 
6S 
78a 
98 6 i^ 
587 193 3 S9S m 2 
129 612 156 131 593 173 
I 141 2 129 613 
Table 2-5: Mean and standard deviation of pixels from each attribute category 
Category 
Red 
Mean 
Green Blue 
Standard Deviation 
Red Green Blue 
Germ damage 113 96 45 30 33 25 
Blue-eye mold-damaged 128 121 71 33 36 32 
Sound germ 233 235 181 10 12 17 
Shadow in sound germ 203 201 143 20 24 30 
Hard starch 219 206 69 17 21 22 
Soft starch 238 237 118 10 12 22 
Kernel edge 21 17 4 7 7 6 
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Table 2-6; Agreement matrix for color pattern classifications 
A. Smoothing exemplars - all categories 
Actual Actual 1 Actual Actual Actual Actual Total 
Blue-eye Germ 1 Shadow in Sound Hard Soft 
Mold Damage Sound 
Germ 
Germ Starch Starch 
Classified 
Blue-eye 
Mold 
97 20 i 1 0 0 0 118 
Classified 
Germ 21 88 0 0 0 0 109 
Damage i 
Classified 1 
Shadow in 4 3 1 100 7 0 1 115 
Sound I Germ 
Classified ! 
Sound 0 0 12 123 0 4 139 
Germ 
Classified 
Hard 0 0 ! 2 0 118 12 132 
Starch i 
Classified 1 
Soft 0 0 0 2 14 108 124 
Starch 1 
Total 122 I I I  115 132 132 125 737 
Percent 78% 79% 87% 93% 89% 86% 86% 
Correct 
B. Smoothing exem ilars - aggregated categories for damage, germ, starch 
Actual Damage Actual Germ Actual Starch Total 
Classified As 226 1 0 227 
Damage 
Classified As 7 242 5 254 
Germ 
Classified As 0 4 252 256 
Starch 
Total 233 247 257 737 
Percent Correct 97% 98% 98% 98% 
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Table 2-6 (Continued) 
C. Validation exemplars - all categories 
Actual Actual i Actual Actual Actual Actual Total 
Blue-eye Germ Shadow in Sound Hard Soft 
Mold Damage Sound 
Germ 
Germ Starch Starch 
Classified 
Blue-eye 1349 695 127 0 33 0 2204 
Mold 
Classified 
Germ 555 1448 1 15 0 16 0 2034 
Damage 
Classified 
Shadow in 274 54 1836 249 12 8 2433 
Sound 
Germ ; 
Classified 
Sound 4 1 516 1923 0 78 2522 
Germ i 
Classified 
Hard 2 2 ' 18 0 1865 158 2045 
Starch 
Classified 
Soft 0 0 11 23 374 1266 1674 
Starch i 
Total 2184 2200 ! 2523 2195 2300 1510 12912 
Percent 62% 66% 73% 88% 81% 84% 75% 
Correct 
D. Validation exemplars - aggregated categories for damage, germ, starch 
Actual Damage Actual Germ Actual Starch Total 
Classified As 4047 142 49 4238 
Damage 
Classified As 333 4524 98 4955 
Germ 
Classified As 4 52 3663 3719 
Starch 
Total 4384 4718 3810 12912 
Percent Correct 92% 96% 96% 95% 
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3. IMPLEMENTING A COMPUTER VISION SYSTEM FOR CORN 
KERNEL DAMAGE EVALUATION 
A paper to be submitted to Applied Engineering in Agriculture 
Loren Steenhoek, Dr. Manjit Misra, Dr. Charles R. Hurburgh Jr., and Dr. Carl Bern 
3.1. Summary 
A computer vision system was developed for evaluation of the total damage factor used 
in com grading. Major categories of com damage in the midwestem U.S. grain market were 
blue-eye mold damage and germ damage. Seven hundred twenty kernels were obtained from 
officially sampled Federal Grain Inspection Service (FGIS) com samples and classified by 
inspectors on the Board of Appeals and Review. Inspectors classified these kemels into blue-eye 
mold, germ-damaged, and sound kemels at an 88% agreement rate. A color vision system and 
lighting chamber were developed to capture replicate images from each sample kemel. Images 
were segmented via input of red, green, and blue (RGB) values into a neural network trained to 
recognize color pattems of blue-eye mold, germ damage, sound germ, shadow in sound germ, 
hard starch, and soft starch. Morphological features (area and number of occurrences) fi'om each 
of these color group areas were input to a genetic-based probabilistic neural network for computer 
vision image classification of kemels into blue-eye mold, germ damage, and sound categories. 
Correct classification by the network on unseen images was 78%, 94%, and 93%, respectively. 
Correct classification for sound and damaged categories on unseen images was 92% and 93%, 
respectively. 
3.2. Introduction 
Steenhoek et al. (1999) developed a method for segmentation of areas representing 
damaged and sound features within com kemel images. In this paper, that method is applied to 
the application of com damage evaluation using machine vision. 
The total damage factor in com is one of the inspection factors used to determine U.S. 
com grades as com with damaged kemels has lower end-use value and a shorter storage life than 
undamaged com. Damaged kemels and their accurate measurement is a problem for the com 
industry because measurements are based on visual assessment and can be quite subjective and 
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inconsistent (Wilcke et al., 1993). The process is laborious and time-consuming. Use of machine 
vision is a proposed aid in removal of subjectivity in determination of the com kernel damage 
factor. 
Damaged kernels are defined as "kemels and pieces of com kernels that are badly 
ground-damaged, badly weather-damaged, diseased, frost-damaged, germ-damaged, heat-
damaged, insect-bored, mold-damaged, sprout-damaged, or otherwise materially damaged" 
(FGIS, 1997). Sound kemels are defined as those free fhjm any of the designated types of 
damage. For U.S. grade numbers 1,2,3,4, and 5, the percentage of total damaged kemels is 
limited to 3%, 5%, 7%, 10%, and 15% respectively. 
A detailed description of the overall com grading process is given in FGIS (1997) and 
Steenhoek (1999). For evaluation of the damaged kemel grade component, each kemel in a 
250-g sample is individually examined (hand-picked) for damage by comparing its visual 
appearance with interpretive line slides (slide film photos representing different types of damage). 
Damage, as indicated by the interpretive line slides, is identified by discolorations or changes in 
kemel appearance. Each interpretive line slide shows the level of discoloration or deterioration 
necessary for a kemel to be considered damaged. 
The literature reports several applications of machine vision for use in analysis of grains 
and other agricultural products. Ng et al. (1998) used neural network techniques to segment com 
kemel images into mold and nonmold categories and then calculate mold coverage by area ratios. 
The system provided results that were more repeatable than human measurements. A machine 
vision com kemel inspection system developed by Ni et al. (1993) incorporated a neural network 
classifier using morphological features to successfully discriminate between whole and broken 
com kemels. Zayas and Walker (1995) identified broken and sound com kemels with 
multispectral image analysis techniques. Pixels representing endosperm and sound tissue were 
collected and used for image segmentation. A 100% correct recognition rate of broken and sound 
kemels was achieved. Tetrazolium staining for evaluation of seed com quality was measured 
using machine vision systems developed by Howarth and Stanwood (1992) and Xie and Paulsen 
(1997). A definition of com whiteness based on YcrCb color coordinates was developed by Liu 
and Paulsen (1997) to allow a machine vision system to differentiate between yellow and white 
com. The algorithm was able to differentiate among color differences noticeable by human 
perception. Shatadal et al. (1998) used a neural network classifier to distinguish grayscale images 
of vitreous and nonvitreous wheat kemels by identifying area ratios of gray-level windows across 
an 8-bit imaging range. Majumdar et al. (1997) used digital image analysis algorithms to classify 
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wheat, barley, oats, and rye using color and textural features. Morphological features and pixel 
value statististics provided inputs to a neural network classification scheme developed by Winter 
et al. (1997) to predict the popability of popcorn kernels. Accuracy of the system that determined 
if a kernel would pop was 75%. 
33. Survey of Corn Kernel Damage 
During preliminary discussions with com damage inspection experts, it was recurrently 
suggested that most com kernel damage seen in midwestem U.S. growing regions was due to 
either germ or blue-eye mold damage. Furthermore, it was suggested that com kernel damage 
usually occurred in the germ area and on the germ side of the kernel surface. 
To confirm this hj^othesis, a survey question was submitted to six com inspection 
experts on the U.S. Federal Grain Ins{)ection Service Board of Appeals and Review (Table 3-1). 
These individuals each have many years of experience in com grading and are considered the 
final authority in all U.S. grain inspection matters. The survey question asked each expert to 
estimate, in their opinion, "the fi^quency of occurrence of each FGIS interpretive line slide 
damage class as a percentage of total damaged kernels (i.e., of all damaged kemels that would be 
picked from a sample, what percentage would be in each class?)" 
This survey confirmed preliminary investigations and suggested that about 90% of all 
damaged com kemels in the midwestem U.S. com market could be classified into either germ-
damaged or blue-eye mold-damaged categories. Therefore, development of a machine vision 
system that could be trained to recognize sound kemels, germ-damaged kemels, and blue-eye 
mold-damaged kemels would contribute significantly to using machine vision for automated com 
kemel damage inspection. 
3.4. Objectives 
The primary objective of this study was to develop a computer vision system for capture 
of com kemel images and classification of those images into categories of sound and damaged 
(germ-damaged and blue-eye mold-damaged). A secondary objective was to compare the 
accuracy and repeatability of the system developed to the accuracy and repeatability of human 
inspection. 
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3.5. Materials and Methods 
3.5.1. Corn samples 
Samples of sound, blue-eye mold-damaged, and germ-damaged kernels were collected 
from 24 random grain lots using official FGIS sampling procedures. Each of the 24 sample lots 
was hand-picked for sound and damaged kernels. For each lot, 10 sound kernels, 10 blue-eye 
mold-damaged kernels, and 10 germ-damaged kernels were selected by an inspector on the FGIS 
Board of Appeals and Review. The total number of kernels selected was 720 (24 sets x 3 classes 
X 10 kernels per class). Each of the 720 kernels was assigned a randomly generated three-
character code (kernel code) and placed in an individual plastic bag. 
An experiment was performed to verify the classification of each of the com kernel 
samples. All 720 kernels were inspected in random order by each of four inspectors on the FGIS 
Board of Appeals and Review. Thus, a total of four opinions on each individual kernel was 
obtained. Kernels were inspected in random order and each inspector did not know the score of 
other inspections. Inspectors were instructed to assign the following kernel categories: sound 
kernel, germ-damaged kernel, and blue-eye mold-damaged kernel. Each inspector's score was 
recorded in a database of randomly assigned three-digit kernel codes along with a notation for 
inspector concurrence, which indicated that all four inspectors assigned the same category for a 
particular kernel. 
3.5.2. Color vision system 
Two factors that influence machine vision systems are color difference and boundary 
segmentation. Our early experiments suggested that gray-level differences in standard 
monochrome cameras were unsuitable for kernel damage identification. Similar gray levels can 
occur between kernel areas, and the natural curvature of the kernel surface greatly affects 
homogeneity of the gray-level intensity. The boundary separating damaged areas depends on 
contrast and was not clear in gray-level images. Color vision systems provide additional layers of 
information and it was hoped that those color differences could be highlighted and boundary 
contrast could be enhanced. Therefore, a color vision system was chosen. 
The equipment in this research was based on an image processing system developed by 
Sharp Digital Information Products (Sharp, 1996). Components, as illustrated in Figure 3-1, are 
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(1) a Pentium computer with Windows 95 operating system, (2) a signal processing board to 
capture and display images, (3) a color camera, (4) an image acquisition chamber, (5) a monitor 
for display of image information, and (6) a monitor for display of user interface information for 
the control program. 
The need for proper lighting conditions for efficient image processing has been well 
established. Proper illumination is critical to computer vision applications because it can either 
accentuate or obscure pertinent features and no amount of image processing can ever correct for 
details that were never captured (Paulsen and McClure, 1986). In this investigation, the kernels 
were illuminated via diffuse flourescent lighting. Flourescent lighting was chosen due to (1) the 
availability of rare-earth activated phosphor lamps for enhanced color rendition and visual clarity, 
(2) long lamp life compared with incandescent (20,000 hours vs. 2,000 hours), (3) cooler 
operating temperature due to higher operating efficiency, (4) less generation of infrared 
wavelengths that tend to bias video camera sensors, and (S) availability of physical lamp size and 
power level that matched dimensions of the lighting chamber. 
Two Philips brand Ultralume U-tube lamps (FB40/30U/6 and FB40/35U/6) were 
combined to match the camera's factory calibrated light temperature of3200° K. These specialty 
lamps have a broadband power output over a spectral distribution of400 to 700 nm and were 
found to perform well in comparison with halogen and other types of lighting investigated. A 
high frequency ( > 20 kHz) ballast was used to eliminate lamp flicker inherent in a 60 Hz AC 
circuit. 
Lamps were attached to the bottom of a 6-mm-thick clear polycarbonate plastic imaging 
stage and placed inside a 240-mm diameter by 760-mm long, 2.4-mm wall, white PVC light 
diffusion tube (PVC water pipe) as shown in Figure 3-2. Reflective opaque black paper placed 
on the bottom side of the imaging stage and over the lamps blocked direct light and provided 
good contrast for background segmentation of the com kernel images. This arrangement reduced 
shadows and specular reflectance as all light to the com kemels was diffuse and reflected. 
An RGB color camera (Pulnix model TMC-74) was used to acquire com kemel images. 
An adjustable zoom lens (12.5 mm to 75 mm) was fitted to the camera using a 25-mm extension 
tube. During image acquisition, the zoom lens was set at 75 mm. The camera lens was lO-cm 
firom the imaging stage. The Sharp digitizer captured 512 x 480 pixel images so that the resulting 
field of view was 15.8 mm x 14.7 mm. Spatial resolution was approximately 31 jim/pixel. The 
camera lens f-stop was set at F-16. 
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As with most PC-based instrumentation systems, the Sharp image processing system 
requires a control interface to the host computer for communication of instructions (i.e., the 
image processing board does not know what to do until the user first writes a program with the 
proper sequence of functions and then that program is executed so that the computer transfers the 
sequence of instructions to the board). The Sharp board uses a Windows-based dynamic link 
library (DLL) to provide the interface for control communications. The DLL was provided by 
Sharp. A user interface, written in Visual Basic, made function calls to the Sharp DLL and 
executed selected image processing algorithms. Due to inherent noise in video camera signals, a 
color firame averaging algorithm was developed for use with the Sharp board. Red, green, and 
blue frames were captured sequentially and copied to summing buffers on the board. After 10 
color fi'ames were captured, the RGB sums were passed through a look-up table so that an 
averaged color image could be obtained. The color frame averaging algorithm was implemented 
in the Sharp board hardware buffers. A detailed description of the procedure implemented is 
given in Steenhoek (1999). 
3.53. Image acquisition 
Three replicate frame-averaged images for each of the 720 com kernels (2,160 total 
images) were obtained using the image acquisition system. The camera and lighting system were 
switched on for 10 minutes prior to acquiring any images for electrical warm-up and stabilization. 
For each replication, kernels were presented to the camera in random order. The camera was 
white balanced after every 10 kernel images were taken, to compensate for any drift due to 
electronic heating. 
Image filenames were coded and stored for analysis. As images were taken, a database 
of 2160 total images was created with fields for image filename and path information, kernel 
code, replication number (A, B, orC), sample lot number, kernel number within the sample lot, 
and kernel classification scores from each of the inspectors. 
3.5.4. Image segmentation 
Identification of features to segment, acquisition of training exemplars fi-om the 2,160 
com kemel images, and optimization of a probabilistic neural network architecture to segment the 
images are described in Steenhoek et al. (1999). Briefly, attributes representing features in sound, 
germ-damaged, and blue-eye mold-damaged com kemel images were identified as RGB pixel 
regions: blue-eye mold damage, germ damage, sound germ, shadow in sound germ, hard starch. 
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and soft starch. A sampling program was written to extract red, green, and blue pixel values from 
regions representing each of these color pattern features. These categories, not to be confused 
with overall kernel classification (i.e., germ-damaged, blue-eye mold-damaged, and sound), were 
for individual pixel points inside the kernels that represented color patterns related to overall 
kernel classification. The 14,427 pixel datapoints collected were divided into a set of 778 
exemplars for training of the probabilistic neural network weights, 737 exemplars for adjustment 
of the probabilistic neural network universal smoothing factor, and the remaining 12,912 
exemplars were reserved for network validation. The probabilistic neural network implemented 
in Ward Systems NeuroWindows dynamic link library (Ward Systems Group, 1993) was 
optimized by selecting a universal smoothing factor that gave the best overall network 
classificaiton accuracy. Image segmentation using the trained networks was implemented on the 
Sharp board in hardware via values stored in a preprocessed look-up table. Red, green, and blue 
values from each com kernel image pixel were mapped to appropriate gray levels for each of the 
color pattern categories. Pixels having red or green levels less than 32 were mapped to a gray 
level of 25 to represent background. Pixels having red, green, blue values corresponding to color 
pattern categories of blue-eye mold damage, germ damage, shadow in sound germ, sound germ, 
hard starch, and soft starch were mapped to gray levels of 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, and 250, 
respectively. 
3.5.5. Measurement of segmented features within images 
The segmented images were then thresholded at each level (100, 125, 150, 175, 200, and 
250) to create binary images with blobs representing blue-eye mold damage, germ damage, 
shadow in sound germ, sound germ, hard starch, and soft starch. Image morphology using 
erosion and dilation of the binary images was performed prior to a labeling operation to remove 
small disconnected blobs and reduce the overall number of blobs by joining Augments. The 
Sharp board having 8-bit memory buffers had a maximum limit of 255 labels, making these 
operations a necessity before counting blob area and number of blobs for each segmented feature. 
Features for blue-eye mold, germ damage, and shadow in sound germ were eroded twice and then 
dilated twice before the labeling operation. Areas representing sound germ, hard starch, and soft 
starch were dilated twice and then eroded twice before the labeling operation was performed. 
The labeling operation allowed the blob pixels area and number of blobs related to each color 
pattern to be measured. Additional features were derived as detailed in Table 3-2. In total, 12 
features were used as network inputs. 
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3.5.6. Application of neural network for image classification 
The probabilistic neural network (PNN) architecture implemented is illustrated in Figure 
3-3. The 12 previously described input features were mapped to outputs representing kernel 
categories of sound, blue-eye mold, and germ damage. For each network output, a floating point 
value between 0 and I represented the network's predicted probability for that category. A 
wiimer-take-all decision rule (largest output wins) gave the expected classification. Ward 
Systems Group (1997) NeuroShell EasyClassifier software was used to implement a genetic 
variant of the PNN that applied an independent smoothing factor according to the relative 
importance of each input variable. The algorithm in NeuroShell EasyClassifler software required 
only a training and validation set. The randomly assigned kernel codes were used to create a 
training set representing 25% and a validation set representing 75% of the kernel images for 
which all four inspectors were in concurrence. Of the 2,160 original com kernel images, 252 (84 
nonconcurrence kernels x 3 replicate images) were excluded from network modeling due to 
inspector nonconcurrence, segmented features from 477 images were used to train the network, 
and segmented features from the remaining 1,431 images were used to validate the network. 
3.6. Results and Discussion 
3.6.1. Human inspection of com kernels 
Inspection results summarized from Steenhoek (1999) are given in Table 3-3. Of the 720 
kernels inspected, 636 kernels received identical scores (concurrence scores) from each of the 
four inspectors. For the remaining 84 kernels, at least one inspector score differed. The finding 
that 84 kernels (12%) of 720 had differing inspector opinions points out the large variability and 
subjectivity of the human grading process. Of the 84 kernels with differing inspector scores, 51 
(7%) kernels were due to differences in inspector opinion between blue-eye mold damage and 
germ damage categories. It is possible that these kemels may have contained both types of 
damage. Inasmuch as either category would have designated the kernel as damaged in the FGIS 
grading system, misclassification among damage categories carmot be considered a serious error. 
Of greater concern was the finding that in 5% of the evaluations (33 kemels out of 720), one or 
more inspectors disagreed on whether a kernel should be categorized as sound or damaged. 
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3.6^. Network prediction of kernel classification 
The NeuroSheli Easy Classifier genetic PNN algorithm required 22. hours on a 200 MHz 
Pentium computer to iterate through the 128 generations needed for network convergence. Table 
3-4 shows contingencies of classification for the training and validation scenarios. Correct 
classification of the images used for network training was 78% for blue-eye mold, 96% for germ 
damage, and 94% for sound kernels (Table 3-4A). Correct classification of the images reserved 
for validation was 78%, 94%, and 93%, respectively (Table 3-4B). The network performed best 
in identification of germ-damaged kernel images and was effective in identification of sound 
kernel images. Some germ-damaged kernel images were misclassified as blue-eye mold and vice 
versa; however, both of these categories are considered as damage in the FGIS grading system 
and their exact categorization is not an issue in the overall grade assignment. The network was 
least sensitive in identification of blue-eye mold, as 67 (15%) of the 457 blue-eye mold-damaged 
kernel images in the validation set were classified as sound. By aggregating the similar 
categories of blue-eye mold and germ damage into one damage grouping, theoretical network 
performance was enhanced. This aggregation, shown in Table 3-4C, indicates that the network 
could theoretically predict damaged and sound categories with 92% and 93% accuracy 
respectively. 
Of the 84 com kernels that received differing human inspector opinions, 52 were 
consistently classified by the computer vision system. Out of 720 replicate images, 130 (18%) 
were inconsistently classified by the computer vision system. Of those 130, 32 were also 
inconsistently classified by human inspectors. Thus, 98 (15% of636) kernels that were 
consistently classified by human inspectors as falling into blue-eye mold, germ damage, or sound 
categories were inconsistently classified by the computer vision system on replicate images. This 
finding — that the computer vision system inconsistently classified 98 kernels that were 
consistently classified by human inspectors — shows that there is improvement needed before the 
specific system implemented in this research can replace human inspection. It should be noted, 
however, that the computer vision system did give at least one classification (of three replicate 
images) that agreed with the human inspector consensus for 97 out of those 98 kernels. 
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3.6^. Discussion 
Several factors contributed to the machine vision system's overall kernel classification 
accuracy. Round kernels were particularly difficult to classify because they were difficult to 
position under the camera and damage areas were generally small. It was sometimes difficult to 
position the germ area in a plane that was parallel to the camera's field of view. Blue-eye mold 
and germ damage have repeatable color patterns among kernels, but contrast within kernels is not 
always distinct. By visual inspection, the image segmentation procedure (Steenhoek et al. 1999) 
proved effective in identifying color regions within the com kernel images; however, some 
artifacts appeared in many of the segmented images. Some difficulties were encountered along 
the kernel boundaries where natural curvature of the kernel was sensed as darker areas and 
misclassified as damaged regions. For several of the blue-eye mold kernels, the blue-eye mold 
area was misclassified as shadow in sound germ, and for several sound kernels, the shadow in 
sound germ was misclassified as blue-eye mold. 
The system captured replicate images of each of the 720 com kemels. The image 
acquisition process in which 10 frames were captured and averaged required about one second for 
capture of a com kemel image. Most of this time was due to shutter speed limitations of the 
camera, which captured images at a maximum rate of 30 frames per second. The single-chip 
camera and lens used were entry-level products when purchased in 1993, and image quality could 
have been higher. Available lighting and optics technology have been enhanced since the 
original images were taken. A multiple-chip camera and specific application lens would have 
been beneficial in obtaining images with higher contrast and better depth of field. In comparison 
with similarly priced and model year cameras, the image quality was acceptable. 
For this study, kemels were hand placed, germ side up under a single camera due to the 
knowledge that almost all com kemel damage occurs in the germ area. For complete automated 
com kemel inspection, and a tme comparison with the human inspector scenario, the vision 
system should view all sides of the kemel. 
3.7. Suggestions for Future Work 
As the kemels were hand placed under the camera, the imaging process was slow and 
laborious. Certainly an automated feeding mechanism would be required for any practical 
instmment developed from this study. In addition, three-dimensional imaging via multiple 
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camera views would be necessary. A production kernel grading system would require the ability 
to capture images of moving kernels. Such capture would require a high shutter speed or line-
scan camera and allow for only one snapshot to be taken. Thus, noise level in the images would 
need to be reduced. Multiple-chip cameras with high speed shutters, line-scan capability, 
significantly higher image quality, and competitive purchase price have entered the market since 
this study was originated. 
Some researchers have found that near-infrared (NIR) sensors are sensitive to damaged 
grain (Dowell et al., 1998). Line-scan cameras with NIR sensing capabilities are starting to enter 
the market at affordable prices. An automated feeding mechanism combined with multiple line-
scan cameras would provide real-time image capture for a practical production instrument. 
3.8. Conclusions 
This study has shown that the basic concept of color patterns for use in image 
segmentation combined with neural networks for classification of segmented images holds 
promise. Major categories of com kernel damage within the FGIS grading system were found to 
be blue-eye mold and germ damage. Seven hundred twenty kemels representing blue-eye mold, 
germ damage, and sound categories were obtained and evaluated by four inspectors on the FGIS 
Board of Appeals and Review. It was found that inspectors differed in opinion for 12% of the 
720 kernels, with 5% of these differing opinions being between sound and damaged categories. 
A computer vision system was developed to capture replicate color images of each of the 720 
sample kemels. Images were segmented into blue-eye mold, germ damage, sound germ, shadow 
in sound germ, hard starch, and soft starch area categories using the procedure developed in 
Steenhoek et al. (1999). Morphological features for each of the segmented area categories were 
input to a genetically based probabilistic neural network for prediction of the kernel image 
classifications of blue-eye mold-damage, germ damage, and sound categories. The system was 
able to consistently classify replicate images 82% of the time. Correct classification on unknown 
images was 78%, 94%, and 93% for blue-eye moid, germ damage, and sound kernels, 
respectively, with an overall classification accuracy of 89%. Correct classification for sound and 
damaged categories on unseen images was 92% and 93%, respectively. Although not as 
repeatable as human measurements, the system was able to provide a classification among 
replicate images that agreed with the human inspectors concurrence classification for all but one 
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of636 kernels. Further steps are necessary to improve image quality and image segmentation 
efficiency. 
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Table 3-1: Classes of com damage most frequently seen by FGIS inspectors 
Response from survey question '^Listed below are the classes of com kernel damage categorized by the 
Federal Grain Inspection Service interpretive line slides. In your opinion, please estimate the frequency of 
occurrence for each damage class as a percentage (i.e. - of all the damaged kernels which would be picked 
from a sample, what percentage would be in each class?)." Each inspector was on the FGIS Board of 
Inspector Number 
Type of damage #I #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 Average 
Germ damage 85 90 30 60 80 78.7 70.6 
Blue eye mold damage 5 4 30 39.3 18 20 19.4 
Mold damage 5 4 10 0.3 0.5 O.I 3.3 
Cob rot damage 2 1 3 0.2 I 1 1.4 
Heat damage (respiration) 1 I 5 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.2 
Insect damage 2 4 0.1 0.2 O.I I . l  
Sprout damage 3 0.1 0.5 
Surface mold (more than slight) 3 0.1 0.5 
Drier damage 3 0.5 
Heat damage (drier) 3 0.5 
Pink epicoccum 3 0.5 
Surface mold (blight) 3 0.5 
100 100 100 100 100 100 
Table 3-2: Input features for network kernel classification 
Feature Description 
LabeIArea_BlueEyeMold 
LabeIArea_GermDamage 
LabeIArea_SoundGerm 
LabeIArea_ShadowlnSoundGenn 
NumberOfLabelsBlueEyeMold 
NumberOfLabelsGermDamage 
LabelArea_Sound 
LabelArea_Damaged 
AreaRatio_BlueEyeMold 
AreaRatio_GermDamage 
AreaRatio_Sound 
AreaRatio Damaged 
Total pixel area for pixels classified as blue-eye mold 
Total pixel area for pixels classified as germ damage 
Total pbcel area for pixels classifled as sound germ 
Total pixel area for pixels classified as shadow in sound germ 
Number of blobs for segmented areas representing blue-eye mold 
Number of blobs for segmented areas representing germ damage 
LabelArea_SoundGerm + LabelArea_ShadowInSoundGerm + 
LabelArea_HardStarch + LabeIArea_SoftStarch 
LabeLArea_BlueEyeMold + LabelArea_GermDamage 
LabeLArea_BlueEyeMoId/LabelArea_AllPoints 
LabelArea_GermDamage/LabeIArea_AllPoints 
LabelArea_Sound/LabelArea_AllPoints 
LabelArea Damaged/LabeLArea AllPoints 
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Table 3-3: FGIS inspector kernel classification statistics 
Kernels Percent 
Majority (3 of 4) inspector classification sound 10 1% 
Majority (3 of 4) inspector classified damaged 18 3% 
Two inspectors classified sound, two damaged 5 1% 
Misclassifications between blue-eye mold and germ damage 51 7% 
4 inspector concurrence 636 88% 
720 100% 
Table 3-4: Agreement matrix for network classification 
A. Training dataset: blue-eye mold, germ damage, and sound classificatioa 
Actual Actual Actual Total 
Blue-eye mold Germ damage Sound 
Classified Blue-eye mold 116 6 10 132 
Classified Germ damage 8 149 1 158 
Classified Sound 25 0 162 187 
Total 149 155 173 477 
Percent correct 78% 96% 94% 90% 
B. Validation dataset: blue-eye mold, germ damage, and sound classification 
Actual Actual Actual Total 
Blue-eye mold Germ damage Sound 
Classified Blue-eye mold 356 24 33 413 
Classified Germ damage 34 429 3 466 
Classified Sound 67 4 481 552 
Total 457 457 517 1431 
Percent correct 78% 94% 93% 89% 
C. Validation dataset: sound and damaged classifications 
Actual Actual Total 
Damaged Sound 
Classified Damaged 843 36 879 
Classified Sound 71 481 552 
Total 914 517 1431 
Percent correct 92% 93% 93% 
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4. GENERAL SUMMARY 
The following points summarize this study: 
• Prominent types of damaged kernels in the commercial marketing system were determined 
to be blue-eye moid damage and germ damage. Average responses from a survey submitted 
to six Federal Grain Inspection Service (FGIS) Board of Appeals and Review inspectors 
indicated that damaged com kernels could be classified blue-eye mold-damaged at a 
frequency of 19.4 %, and germ-damaged at a frequency of 70.6%. 
• Human inspection of com kemel damage was subjective and not 100% repeatable. 
Representative samples of blue-eye mold-damaged, germ-damaged, and sound kernels were 
obtained from 24 separate seedlots. In total, the set consisted of 720 kemels divided equally 
among blue-eye mold-damaged, germ-damaged, and sound kemels (approximately 240 
kemels in each category). Inspection results from four inspectors on the FGIS Board of 
Appeals and Review showed that inspectors differed in opinion for 84 out of the 720 kemels 
when asked to categorize the kemels into blue-eye mold damage, germ damage, and sound 
categories. 
• A color computer vision system was developed to capture images from com kemels. The 
system consisted of a Pentium computer, a signal processing board to capture and display 
images, a color camera, an image acquisition chamber, and monitors for display of image 
and user interface information. 
• An image processing algorithm was developed to segment damaged and sound areas within 
com kemel images using a probabilistic neural network and color pattem recognition 
techniques. Attributes within collected images related to overall kemel classifications of 
blue-eye mold-damaged, germ-damaged, and sound, were identified as follows: blue-eye 
mold, germ damage, sound germ, shadow in sound germ, hard starch, and soft starch. Red, 
green, and blue pixel values for each of these features were collected and used as exemplars 
for training and validation of the network. The trained network was then used to create 
segmented images for subsequent processing operations that would be used to predict the 
overall kemel classification. 
• Based on 12 morphological features within the segmented images, a second probabilistic 
neural network was used to predict overall com kemel classification as blue-eye mold-
damaged, germ-damaged, and sound. Correct classification of unseen blue-eye mold-
damaged, germ-damaged, and sound com kemel images was 78%, 94%, and 93% 
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respectively. By aggregating the similar categories of blue-eye mold and germ damage into 
one damage grouping representing the FGIS total damaged kernels factor, theoretical 
network performance was enhanced and the network could predict sound kernels with 92% 
accuracy and damaged kernels with 93% accuracy. 
• Com kernel image classification by the machine vision system was also found to be less than 
100% repeatable. Based on three replicate image classifications for each of the 720 com 
kemels, it was found that the computer vision system consistently classified 590 or 82% of 
the kemels. Thus, the computer vision system was less consistent than human inspectors. 
Further work is needed in the areas of sensor technology and ability to capture onrmi-
directional views of kemels for a machine vision system to be able to replace the human 
inspection process. 
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
The following points list recommendations for future stucfy: 
• Replace the image capture chamber by a high-resolution flatbed scanner. Flatbed scanners 
with optical resolution of 1200 pixels per inch and 36-bit color depth are now available for 
less than $400. Today's 500 MHz PC computers have adequate computational power to do 
calculations totally within sofhvare. Thus, making a system with similar functionality to that 
developed in this research possible for less than $2500 (1999 prices). Flatbed scanners use 
three-chip pixel arrays for significantly higher image quality and lighting variations are 
adjusted by internal feedback circuitry. The dramatically enhanced image quality affords 
significantly higher contrast images which would be easier to segment using the algorithms 
developed in this research. 
• Integrate an automated feeding system. The process of hand-placing kernels under the 
camera required significantly more effort than human visual inspection. An automated 
feeding mechanism or way of imaging multiple kernels simultaneously would be required 
for any practical instrument used to replace the human inspection process. 
• Incorporate three-dimensional imaging via multiple camera views. The system developed in 
this study could view only one surface of the com kernels. Therefore, the computer vision 
system was limited in its ability to analyze one surface only, making kernel placement 
critical and eliminating total kernel inspection. The human inspector can view all 
orientations of a kernel. A computer vision system designed to automate inspection should 
also have the capability to view multiple kernel orientations. 
• Use a near-infrared sensor rather than a color video camera. Some researchers have 
suggested that mold and damaged grains can be detected in the near-infiared spectrum (800-
1100 nm) with greater sensitivity than in the red, green, blue color spectrum (400 - 800 nm). 
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APPENDIX 
Figure A-l: Machine vision equipment 
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Figure A-2: Datapoint collection program user interface 
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Figure A-3: Histograms of all valid datapoints collected for each attribute category 
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Table A-I: Kernels not assigned consistent FGIS inspector opinions 
KemelCode Insp«ctorO rn5p«ctorl Insp*ctor2 Insp«ctor3 KemelCode InspeccocO InspecCorl Inspector2 Inspectors 
ABG S S S B FDI G a a B 
BOO s s s a ACA a s s S 
BGE s s s B FOJ a s G 3 
DBG s 5 s B ABB 3 s B B 
FJD s s B B AGO a s 3 S 
GBD s G 5 S AGG 3 s 3 3 
HBt s G S S AIJ 3 s 3 3 
BIH s a S S BGJ B s a B 
[}J£ s B S S CFG a s a a 
SIE s 8 S S DJD a s B B 
FAB G s S G EAJ a s 3 a 
BDG G s G B PPD a s a B 
QAC G s G S FOC a s a a 
GBK G s G S GAC a s 3 a 
EST G s B 3 Gil a s a a 
ADC s G G B BJF B G G 3 
AFA G G G B EJF a G G G 
ACJ 3 G G B FAD a G G G 
AJJ G G G S FEE B G G G 
BAC G G G S ADI a G a B 
BCB G G G B AFC a G 3 a 
BHC G G G B AJE a G 3 a 
CBF G G G B BAC a G 3 a 
CCG s G G B BAE 3 G 3 B 
CDC G G G B BGC a G 3 a 
DBI G G G 3 BHD a G 3 a 
DCB G G G a BJB 3 G a B 
OCX G G G S CEB B G a B 
DTI G G G a CEJ 3 G B 3 
EAC G G G a CHH a 3 3 a 
CBI G G G a CJB a G 3 a 
•BJ 3 J 3 s DEC 3 G a a 
EIB G G G a ECH 3 G a a 
FDA G G G a EHB B G a B 
FGI G G G a GBC a G B a 
GAA G G G 3 GDC a G 3 3 
GBA G G G a GEO a G 3 a 
HAD G G G a GGH a G 3 a 
EEC G G B G BJH a B G a 
FEA 
FGO 
G 
G G 
6 
B 
B 
G B = Sound Kernel 
FHH 
GJD 
BEB 
G 
G 
G 
G 
a 
a 
G 
3 
3 
G 
G = Germ-damaged kernel 
G B S = Sound Kernel 
BJE G B G G 
Table A-2: Number of datapoints in each color grouping for each attribute category 
A. Germ damage pixel numbering 
Red 
Blue 
j Low 
Med 
High 
Green 
Low 
Med 
High, 
Low 
Med 
High 
Low 
Red 
Med Hifi Low 
690 
I I I  
0 
690 I I I  a 
83 723 104 
Q 85. 
f' 606 253 
164 561 217 
3 105 522 
18S 
4 
Green 
Med High 
83 
723 
104 
SSS  ^
121 
0 
85 
652 
219 
505 
Blue 
Low Med High 
606 164 3 
253 561 105 
17 217 522 
609 188 4 
254 535 121 
13 219 505 
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Table A-2 (Continued) 
B. Blue-eye mold pixel numbering 
Red 
Green 
Blue 
Low 
Med 
High 
Low 
Med 
High 
Low 
Med 
High 
Low 
Green 
Low Med High 
662 55 0 
66 782 98 
0 71 690 
662 66 a 
55 782 71 
0 9S 690 
58f? 195 
f2» 
I i4i 
Low High 
C. Sound germ pixel numbering 
Red 
Green 
Blue 
Low 
Med 
High 
Low 
Med 
High 
Low 
Med 
High 
Low 
571 m - ' r'-
121 650 161 
0 167 656 
446 230 A9 
219 450 256 
27 275 513 
Low Med High 
571 121 0 
138 650 167 
1 161 656 
D. Shadow in sound germ pixel numbering 
Red 
Green 
Blue 
Low 
Med 
High 
Low 
Med 
JML 
i Low 
Med 
High 
Low 
Red 
Med 
Green 
Low Med High 
690 104 0 
75 867 112 
0 94 816 
690 
104 
0 
75 
867 
112 
ft 
816 
612 186 7 606 m 6 
181 653 216 - 156 671 223 
I 215 687 3 201 699 
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Table A-2 (Continued) 
E. Hard starch pixel numbering 
Low 
Red 
Low 
Med 
High 
Green 
Blue 
Low 
Med 
High 
Blue 
Low Med High 
457 157 39 
320 500 243 
41 323 486 
480 168 51 
279 471 206 
59 341 511 
Low 
Med 
High 
320 
5oa 
41 48fl( 27? 
F. Soft starch pixel numbering 
Red 
Green 
Low 
Red 
Med 
Low 
Med 
High 
Green 
Low Med High 
381 106 3 
81 418 181 
4 155 437 
Low 
Med 
High 
Blue 
Low 
Med 
iiigh. 
3»r St 
I0& i55r 
3 ISl 
306 170 75 
146 285 235 
38 225 286 
306 
i24 
36 
m 
300 
207 
73 
242 
306 
Table A-3: Number of com kernels in each color grouping for each attribute category 
A. Germ damage kernel count 
Red 
Green 
Blue 
Low 
Med 
High 
Low 
Med 
High 
Low 
Med 
High 
Low 
Red 
Med 
Green 
Low Med High 
152 63 0 
68 186 68 
0 69 162 
152 68 0 
63 186 69 
0 68 162 
157 128 14 155 134: 12 
96 185 106 I(» 182 115 
3 77 154 4 85 152 
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Table A-3 (Continued) 
B. Blue-eye mold kernel count 
Low 
Red 
Low 
Med 
Green 
Low Med High 
126 45 0 
37 178 68 
0 54 146 
Low 
Low L m 37 - 0 
Green Med 45 m ••SI 
High 6 t4i» 
Low 129 95 3 
Blue Med 67 17a 86 
High %9 m 
C. Sound germ kernel count 
Low 
Red 
Med 
Red 
Green 
Blue 
Low 
Med 
HigiL 
Low 
Med 
High 
Low 
Med 
High 
168 85-
87 211 102 ? 
0 97 
149 • m • f: - 4tf 
123 188:^  «• IK m 
24 134 175 "35 137 171 
D. Shadow in sound germ kernel count 
High 
Low 
Green 
Med High Low 
Blue 
Med High 
168 87 0 149 123 24 
85 211 97 112 188 134 
1 102 194 38 136 175 
Red 
Green 
Blue 
Low 
Med 
High 
Low 
Med 
High 
Low 
Med 
High 
Low 
186 
SI 
0 
Red 
Med 
60 
217 
Green 
Low Med High 
186 81 0 
60 217 88 
0 75 196 
0 
7S 
196 
170 109 6 169 lis 5 
114 206 118 112 209 119 
1 124 185 ; 3 113 183 
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Table A-3 (Continued) 
E. Hard starch kernel count 
Low 
Red 
Green 
Blue 
Low 
Med 
High 
Low 
Med 
High 
Low 
Med 
High 
Hie 
tm , m 
Blue 
Low Med High 
130 93 31 
131 168 105 
31 125 140 
122 90 36 
131 169 105 
49 120 135 
F. Soft starch kernel count 
Green Blue 
Low Med High Low Med High 
102 64 3 97 72 25 
58 161 103 92 129 91 
4 89 167 46 116 128 
Red 
Green 
Blue 
Low 
Med 
High 
Low 
Med 
High 
Low 
Med 
High 
Low 
102 
64 
3 
Red 
Med 
SS 
161 
103 
4 
97 92 46 92 9if 4? 
72 129 116 74 B5 125 
25 91 I2& 26 101 125 
92 
90 
49 
74 
135 
125 
26 
101 
125 
A.I. RGB Frame Averaging Algorithm for Sharp GPB 
Public Funccion IncardFrameAveraqeifranes^) 
^Visual Basic Code for lapiefflecicing fraae averaging in Sharp GPB hardware buffers 
Dm framet * looping variable 
SET ALL PLANE AND BANK KEMORIES TO ZERO 
rf (SUCCESS <> s_cfilllPl. 81, 0. 0. 0, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0)) Then 
MsgBox "Error in CFILL execution PlBl" 
TncardFraaeAverage • Not ;SUCCE5S) 
Exi' runccion 
End If 
If (SUCCESS <> a_cfi:iiPi, B2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0. 0, 0, 0)) Then 
HsgBox "Error in CFILL execution PIB2" 
IncardFrameAverage = Sot tSUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
If (SUCCESS <> s_cftil(Pl. B3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0); Then 
MsgBox "Error in CFILL execution P1B3" 
IncardFrameAverage • Not (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
If (SUCCESS <> s_cflli(Pl, B4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)) Then 
HsgBox "Error in CFILL execution P1B4" 
IncardFrameAverage « Not (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
If (SUCCESS <> S_cfill(P2. Bl, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)) Then 
MsgBox "Error in CFILL execution P2B1" 
IncardFrameAverage • Not (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
If (SUCCESS <> S_cfilI(P2, B2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, OJ) Then 
MsgBox "Error in CFILL execution P2B2" 
IncardFrameAverage • Not (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
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If (StJCCESS <> S_cfllI(P2. B3, 0. 0, 0, 0, 
Ms^Box "Error in CFILL execution P2B3'* 
IncardFrameAveraqe • Koc (SUCCESS) 
Exit function End If 
If {SUCCESS <> s_cfilliP2. B4. 0. 0. 0, 0. 
MsqBox "Error in CFTLX. execution P2B4'' 
IncardFraaeAveraqe • Not (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
If (SUCCESS <> s_cfill(P3, ai, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
MsqBox "Error in CFILL execution P3BI* 
IncardFrameAveraqe - Hot (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
If iSUCCESS <> s_cfii:(P3. 32. 0, 0, 0. 
MaqBox "Error in CFILL execution P3a2" 
IncardFrameAveraqe • Not (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
If (SUCCESS <> s_cfill{P3. B3. 0. 0. 0, 0, 
KsqBox "Error in CFILL execution P3B3" 
IncardFraffleAveraqe - Mot (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
If (SUCCESS <> S_cfill(P3, B4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
MsqBox "Error in CFILL execution P384" 
IncardFraaeAveraqe - Mot (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
s_9pbdelay (DELAY) 
• SUM FRAMES 
For frame • 0 To frames 
*GRAB RGB from IKCARD 
'Delay to allow memory to stabaiize 
s^gpbdelay (DELAY) 
• Incard - Copy RGB to GPB Memory 
If (SUCCESS <> s_incclmem(P3)) Then 
MsqBox "Incard RGB could not be transferred" 
IncardFraffleAveraqe « Sot (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
'Incard - Clear Path Reqister 
s_incciear 
•ADD CAPTURED IMAGE TC THE SUM 
*The sum IS stored as two d-bit (hi and low byte) imaqes to represent 16 bits 
•The s^dsadd function adds the previously stored sum ;hi and lew byte) 
•and the current 3-bit imaqe ilow byte) and outputs a new 1 6  bit value two imaqes) 
• STAGE 1 - Startinq memory bank assiqnment 
• ; R low I RED i GREEN i BLUE i 
'1 R hi I  B hi I dont care i B low i 
• 1 dont care l G low i dont care i G hi i 
• PROCESS RED IMAGE 
'Copy GREEN from ?3B3 to PIBl 
If (SUCCESS <> s thrucpy(P3. B3. ?1, 31, 0, 0, 0, 3, 
MODISPLAY, NODISPLAY, MGDISPLAY)) Then" 
MsqBox -THRUCPY Failed P3B3 to PlBl" 
IncardFraffleAveraqe « Not (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
•Copy BLUE from P3B4 to PIB3 
If (SUCCESS <> 3 thrucpy(P3. B4. PI. 33, Q. 0, 0. 0. 
NODISPLAY, NODISPLAY, NCDISPLAYl) Then' 
MsgBcx "THRUCPY Failed ?3B4 to PIB3" 
IncardFraffleAveraqe > Not (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
•Copy Red hiqh byte from P2BI to P3B3 
If (SUCCESS <> s_thrucpy(P2, Bl, P3, B3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
NODISPLAY, NODISPLAY. NODISPLAY)) Then" 
MsqBox "THRUCPY Failed P2BI to P3B3" 
IncaraFrameAveraqe « Not (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
*New memory banic assiqnment 
•  I  R low I  RED I R hi ( dont care I 
• 1 done care i a ^.l : dont care ; 3 low i 
• 1 GREEN I  G lew I BLUE I G hi I 
'Add old Red hiqh and low byte to RED to form new sum 
'Put the new Red hiqh byte in P2BI. low byte in P2B3 
'Use P3B4 as the intermediate wor)c plane 
If (SUCCESS <> s_dsadd(P3. B3. P3, Bl, P3, 32. P2, 31. P2, 33, 
NODISPLAY, NODISPLAY, NODISPLAY. P3, 34)) Then 
MsqBox "RED DSADD Error" 
IncardFraffleAveraqe « Not (SUCCESS) 
0. 0, 0, o>) Then 
0, 0, 0, 0)) Then 
0. 0. 0. 0)) Then 
0. 0. 0, 0); Then 
0, 0, 0, 0)} Then 
0, 0. 0. 0)) Then 
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cxic Function 
End It 
STAGE 2 -  Memory bank assiqnaent after processing RED inaqe 
I dont care I done care I dont care I dont care I 
: R hi : a hi ; R low i B low i 
I GREEN : G low I BLUE t  G til I  
PROCESS GREEN IMAGE 
'Copy BLUE from PIB3 to P3B1 
If (SUCCESS <> s_thnicpy(Pl, B3, P3, Bl, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
SOOISPIAY, KQOISPLAY, NODISPLAY)) Then' 
MsgBox "THRUCPY Failed PIB3 to P3BI* 
IncardFrameAverage • Not (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
'Copy Blue hiqh byte from P2B2 to P3B4 
i; (SUCCESS <> s_Chrucpy:P2, 32. P3, 34. 0, 0. 0, 0. 
MODISPLAY, NODISPLAY, NODISPLAY)) Then 
MsgBox -THRUCPY Failed P2B2 to P3B4-
IncardFrameAverage • Not (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
'Copy Blue low byte from P234 to P3B2 
If (SUCCESS <> s thrucpy(P2. B4. P3, 32. 0. 0, 0. 0. 
NODISPLAY. NODISPLAY. NODISPLAY)I Then" 
MsgBox -THRUCPY Failed P2B4 to P3B2-
IncardFrameAverage • Not (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
'New memory ban)c assignment 
* I BLUE : 3 low I done care i 3 hi I 
' I  R hi ; dent care i  R low i  oont care i 
' t GREEN 1 G low i dont care I G hi i 
'Add old Green high and Low byte to GREEN to form new sum 
'Put the new Green high byte in P2B2. low byte in P2B4 
'Use P133 as the intermediate work plane 
If (SUCCESS <> s dsaddlPI. B4. PI. 32. PI. 31. P2. 32. P2. B4. 
NODISPLAY. NODISPLAY, NODISPLAY, PI, B3) ) Then 
MsgBox "GREEN DSADD Error* 
IncardFrameAverage • Not (SUCCESS) 
Sxit Function 
£nd If 
STAGE 3 - Memory bank assignment after processing GREEN image 
I  BLUE t  3 low i  dont care : 3 hi I  
I  R hi t  G hi I R low I  G low 
; dont care i ^r.t zare : dont care ' done care 
PROCESS BLUE IMAGE 
'Copy Green high byte from P2B2 to PIB4 
If (SUCCESS <> s chrucpy(p2, 32, PI. 34, 0, 0, 0. 0, 
NODISPLAY, NCOXSPLAY, NODISPLAY)) Then 
MsgBox -THRUCPY Failed P2B2 to P3B4" 
IncardFrameAverage « Sot (SUCCESS) 
Exit Fxinction 
End If 
'Copy Green low byte from P2B4 Co PI32 
If (SUCCESS <> s_thrucpy(P2. 34, PI, 32, 0, 0, 0. 0, 
NODISPLAY, NODISFLAY, NODISPLAY), Then 
MsgBox -THRUCPY Failed P234 to P132" 
IncardFrameAverage • Not (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
'New memory bank assignment 
BLUE 
! R r.i 
I dont care 
3 low ! dont care 
dont care I R low 
G low I dont care 
! 3 hi 
i dont care 
I G hi 
'Add old Blue high and low byte to BLUE to form new sum 
'Put the new Blue high byte in P2B2. low byte in P234 
'Use P3B3 as the intermediate work plane 
If (SUCCESS <> s_dsadd(P3. 34. P3, 32. P3, 31. P2. 32. P2. 34. 
NODISPLAY. NODISPLAY, NODISPLAY. P3. 33n Then 
MsgBox -BLUE DSADD Error* 
IncardFrameAverage « Not (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
STAGE 4 - Memory bank assignment after processing BLUE image 
I dont care i dont care ' . 
I R hi I  B hi 
I dont care I  G low I done care 
dont care 
R low 
dont care 
B low 
G hi 
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' REARRANGE MEMORIES FOR NEXT LOOP 
'Move Red low byte froa P2B3 to P3BI 
It (SUCCESS <> s_thrucpylP2. 83, P3. 31, 0, 0, 0. 0, 
HODISPLAY, KODtSPLAY, NCOISPLAY) } Then" 
HagBox "THRUCPY Failed P2B3 to P3B1* 
IncardFraaeAveraqe • Not (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
'New aenory banlc assignment 
* I R low I dent care ) dont care i dont care i 
* I R hi i 3 hi t dont care I 3 low i 
* I dont care l G lew i dont care i G hi ! 
* END OF ADO LOOP 
Next frame 
• FIND AVERAGE OF THE SUMMED FRAMES USING AUXLUT 
* Rearrange memories for LUT functions 
'Move Red high byte from P2BI to P3B3 
If (SUCCESS <> s thrucpy(?2, 31. ?3, 33, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
NODISPLAY, NODISPLAY, NODISPLAY») Then" 
HsgBox -THRUCPY Failed P2ai to PIB3" 
IncardFrameAverage • Not (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
*Hove Red low byte from P3B1 to P334 
If (SUCCESS <> S thrucpy(P3, 31, P3, 34, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
NODISPLAY, NODISPLAY, NODISPLAY)) Then" 
MsgBox "THRUCPY Failed P3BI CO P3B4'' 
IncardFrameAverage - Not (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
'Move Green high byte from P1B4 to PlBl 
If (SUCCESS <> s_thrucpy(Pl, 34, PI, 31, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
NODISPLAY, NODISPLAY, NODISPLAY)) Then" 
MsgBox -THRUCPY Failed P2B4 to PIB2" 
IncardFrameAverage • Not {SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
'Move Blue low byte from P2B4 to P233 
If {SUCCESS <> s_thrucpy(P2, 34, ?2, 33, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
NODISPLAY, NODISPLAY, NODISPLAY)) Then 
MsgBox -THRUCPY Failed P2B4 to P1B2-
IncardFrameAverage - Not (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
'New memory bank assignment 
'i done care dont care R hi i R low 
' ' dent care 3 ni 3 low ' dont care i 
* ! G ni I G low I dont care ; dont care ' 
' Use LUT to find average of RED, GREEN, and 3LUE 
'Find average of RED 
'Setup for double operand LUT (Red high byte • P3B3, low byte • P3B4) 
If (SUCCESS <> s_dopauxlt{P3, 33, P3, B4, AUX^DOPLUT) ) Then 
MsgBox -DOPAUXLT P3a3 P3B4 Failed* 
IncardFrameAverage • Not (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
'Perform through copy through AUXLUT (Average RED is output to P3B2) 
If (SUCCESS <> s thrucpytBIN, AUXLUT, P3, B2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
NODISPLAY, NODISPLAY, NODISPLAY) ? Then 
MsgBox -THRUCPY Failed 3IN,AUXLUT to P3B2 - RED-
IncardFrameAverage • Not iSUCCESS; 
Exit Function 
End If 
'Find average of GREEN 
'Setup for double operand LUT (Green high byte • PIBI, low byte > P1B2) 
If (SUCCESS <> s dopauxlt(Pl, 31, PI, 32, AUX_DOPLUT) ) Then 
MsgBox -DOPAUXLT PlBl P1B2 Failed" 
IncardFrameAverage • Not (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
'Perform through copy through AUXLUT (Average GREEN is output to P3B3) 
If (SUCCESS <> s thrucpyiBIN, AUXLUT, P3, 33, Q, 0, 0, 0, 
NODISPLAY, NODISPLAY, NODISPLAY)j Then 
MsgBox -THRUCPY Failed BIN,AUXLUT to P3B3 - GREEN" 
IncardFrameAverage • Not (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
'Find average of BLUE 
'Setup for double operand LUT (Blue high byte • P2B2, low byte • P2B3) 
If (SUCCESS <> s_dopauxlt(P2, 32, P2, 33, AUX^DOPLUT) ) Then 
MsgBox -DOPAUXLT P2a2 P2B3 Failed" 
IncardFrameAverage « Not (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
'Perform through copy through AUXLUT (Average BLUE is output to P3B4) 
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If {SUCCESS <> s thrucpy(BIN, AUXLOT. P3, B4. 0. 0. 0, 0, 
KODISPIAY, NODISPIAY. KOOISPtAY] ) Then 
MsgBox "THHOCPY Failed BIM.AUXLUT to P3B4 - BLUE* 
IncardFraaeAverage - Koc (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
' COLOR DISPLAY OF AVERAGED IMAGE 
If (SUCCESS <> s_coldxsp(3, 2, 3, 3, 3. 4)) Then 
KsqBox "Color Display Failed" 
IncardFraoeAverage - Not (SUCCESS) 
Exit Function 
End If 
• RETURN STATUS AND EXIT FUNCTION 
IncardFrameAverage " SUCCESS 
End Function 
A.2. Frame Average LUT Creation Algorithm for Sharp GPB 
// DRIVER FOR building double operand frame averaging LUT. 
// Resulting image is 9'bits. 
// Formula: images summed (I6-bits) / constant. 
#Include 
#include 
#include 
•include 
•include 
•include 
•include 
•include 
•include 
•include 
•include 
<fcntl.h> 
<sys\types.h> 
<sys\3tat.h> 
<io.h> 
<stdio.h> 
<conio.h> 
<stdlib.h> 
"gpb.h" 
•errcode.h" 
•elibdef.h-
"windw.h" 
void aain() 
Declaration of variables 
unsigned char f_buf f [_FIL£_3UFF_S12E1 ; 
char *gets(],file nafflet3or; 
INTPTR p; 
iRt constant; 
long w; 
int fp; 
int 1, 
int aaxflag; 
// pointer to image file buffer 
// pointer to image file header 
// number we will divide by 
// 16-bit value 
// file handle 
// index 
// when we overflow 
// ^ery for naine of laage file to contain LUT 
printf (*\nPlease enter path and image filename for LUT: 
gets(file_namei; 
// create/open file 
if ( lfp-open(file_name.OJ4ROKLYlO_CREATlO_BINARYlO_rRUNC,S_IREADlS_IWRITE) )—0) 
(printf(•\nFile for LUT could not be opened"); goto file^error;} 
// query for constant value 
printf("VnConstant to to divide by; 
scanfC^d", (constant); 
// populate header data 
for F:L£_3UFF SIZE;: 
f_bufftOI » 2^D_CHAR; 
p»(lNTPTR)if_buf; » I); 
m 0; 
•  0;  
• 512; 
« 128; 
• 9; 
- TG_BOTTaH; 
• I; 
f  euf f j : i  
II CO 1 s • 0 
// rows • 0 
// width 
// height 
// pixel size 9 bits 
// scan direction is to the botCom 
// number of planes/banks of data 
// write header data to image file 
if (write (fp. f_buff,_FILE_HEAD_SI2E) !•_FILE_HEAD_SI2E) 
(printf("\nUnabIe to write header data to image file**); goto file_«rror;) 
// generate image (LUT) data for each LUT address 
// The LUT can only output a 8 bit value le. 255 is maximum 
// Set a flag to tell when this maxiaum has been reached 
max f 1 ag« FALSE; 
// Set initial LUT input value 
w»0; 
// Calculate values for each row of the LUT 
for(l«0;w<6SS3e;i**) 
( 
// Calculate values for each column of the LUT 
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fcr{3*0;3<512;3»») 
{ 
// If value has noc be«n reached, calculace LUT oucpuc for address w 
ifi raaxflag) 
i 
// aivt.de I6-bic value by conscanc and aadk. co 8 bics 
f buff13 i"(inc) (((float)w/(float)constant)•O.S)ftOxOOFT; 
if(C_buff(:l>-255) 
laaxflaq»TRUE; f^buff(3!"255; } 
} 
// If value has been reaciied, sec all other addresses zo 255 
else f_buff[:I-255; 
// Increment w 
) 
It write row of data to unaqe file 
if ;write(fp,f_fcuff._rILE_8UFF_SI2E) r•_rrL£_BUFF_Sr2£) 
ipriat; ("NnEHBCR cr. writing data to row •<!",:); goto ftie_error;> 
// Report value and finish loop 
prir.tf;**Row »d, Last val idNn". 1, r int) ;_buf f i 511 j ! ; 
// Do this if file was created successfully 
printf(*'^s Built 3uccessfully\n", file_name); 
close(fp); 
exit (0) I 
flle^error: 
// Do this if error creating file 
printf("NnFile could not be created"); 
unlink(file_iiaffle>; 
} 
A.3. Algorithm for First-Layer Network Training 
Private Sub c3>dTrain0neLayerPointclass_Click () 
Dim KetworkFileName As String 
'SET PARAMETERS 
Call MWStart"p(0, 255) InputFields • Array CR"'", *87") OutputFields » Array{"PointClassBlueEyeMold", "PcintCiassGeraiDamage", "PointClasaGeraOK", •PeintCIassHaraSta 
•PointClassShadowInGermOK", "PointClassSoftStarcn") NetworkFiieName « "C: \M*fDOCJ-IXLOREN'- I\DISSER-I\OISSEB-3\METS\FIRSTLAY .NET" 
•TRAIN >JETWGRK 
SQL • "SELECT • FROM MorlcDat WHERE PcintTrainOrTest » 'Train*" 
Set wsWorkDat " Mcrlcspaces(0) 
Set dbMoricDat * wsWorlcDat.apenDatabase(PointClassOatabaseFileNaffle) 
Set rsWcrkDat - dbWorkDat.OpenRecordsetCSQL) 
rsWor kOat.MoveLast 
rsWorkDat.McveFirst LabelllOl > SQL ft rsWorkCat.RecordCount 
MsgBox "One-Layer Pointclass Training points • " i rsMorkOat.RecordCount 
NetworkNumber (0) • TrainRecordset?NN(rsWorkDat, InputFields. OutputFields) 
MsgBox "Network Save Status • " & SaveNet(NetworkNumber (0), NetworkFileNaae. 0, 0) 
MsgBox "PNN One Layer Training Done" 
End Sub 
Public Function TrainRecordsetPNN^(rs As Recordset, rsInputFields, rsOutputFields: 
'Function to process a recordset and pass the appropriate variables to tram a PNN Net 
•Return value is the number of the trained network 
'Saaple call: 
' NetwcrkNuoberIC} - TrainPeccrdsetPNN(TrainingRecordset, InputVars,OutputVars) 
• Where TraininqRecordset is a recordset with fields containing data for 
' both inputs and expected output. InputVars and Output Vars are variant 
* arrays (base 0} with each element being a field name of the recordset 
Screen.MousePointer • vbKourglass 
•Move to the first record 
rs.MoveFirst 
Declare local looping variables 
Dim Counterl As Integer 
Dia CurrentField As String 
Declare local variables and assign values 
Dim NetNum As Integer 
Dim NuaberCfPa:;terns As Integer 
Dim NuaberOf Inputs As Integer 
Dim NuaberOfOutputs As Integer 
MuaberOfPatterns • rs .RecordCount 
NumberOfInputs « UBound(rsInputFields) * I 
NuaberOfOutputs • UBound(rsOutputFields) I 
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ReOia Mappedlnputs (NtaberOfInputs) Aa Single 
ReDia MappedOutputs (NuaberOfOutputs) As Single 
Get a network nuaber 
KMReport 'GetNextNet*, GetNextNet (NetNua) 
TrainRecordsetPNN > KetNua 
•MAKE THE NETWORK 
'Register the serial nuaber and specify the network type 
NHReport "MakeNet*. MakeNet iNetKum, PnnVanilla. SerialNo) 
'Create 3 slabs for a 3-l'\yer network 
*Slab 0 has NuaberOfInputs neurons 
fWReporc 'MakeSlabO*, MakeSlablNetNum, SlabO» NuaberOflnputSr InputLayer) 
'Slab 1 has NuaberOfPattems neurons (each representing a training pattern) 
'in the hidden layer 
NWReport "HakeSlabl*, MakeSlab(NetNua« Slabl, NuaberOfPattems. HiddenLayer) 
'Slab 2 has NuaberOfOutputs (each representing a category) 
'in the output layer 
NHReport "MakeSlabZ", MakeSlab(NetNua, Slab2, NuaberOfOutputs, OutputLayer) 
'Link the Layers - weights are ignored for PNN Nets 
*LinkO connects slabs 0 and 1 
NtfReport 'MakeLinkO'*, MakeLink(NetNua, LinkO, 0#, SlabO, SlabI) 
'Linkl connects slabs I and 2 
NWReport "MakeLinkl", MakeLink(NetNua, Linkl, 0», Slabl, Slab2) 
'TRAIN ON EACH RECORD 
Do Until rs.EOF 
'Get input pattern froa the ctirrent record and map to the range O-I 
For Counterl • 0 To NuaberOfInputs - I 
CurrencField « rsInputFields(Cotincerl) 
Mappedlnputs (Counterl) * Map(C5ng(rs(CurrentField) ), MapMin, KapMax, 0, I] 
DoEvents 
Next Counterl 
'Map each output 
For Counterl » 0 To NuaberOfOutputs - I 
CurrentFieid • rsCutputFields(Counterl) 
MappedOutputs(Coanterl I • CSngtrs(CurrentFieid)) 
DoEvents 
Next Councerl 
'Put inputs in slabO 
NWReport "PutSlabO", PutSlab (NetNua, SlabO, 
'Put outputs in slab2 
NWReport "PnnSvaluate", PnnEvaluate (NetNua, 
'Train the hidden layer 
NWReport "PnnTrainHidden", PNNTrain(NetNua, Slabl, 0) 
'Train the input layer 
NWReport "PnnTrainlnput", PNNTrain (NetNua, SlabO, 0) 
'Move to the next record 
rs .MoveNext 
DoEvents 
Loop 
Mappedlnputs(0)) 
Slab2, MappedOutputs(0), 0) 
Screen.MousePointer « vbOefault 
End Function 
A.4. Image Segmentation LUT Algorithm 
'Visual Baaxe Code 
Private Sub cadCreateOneLayerPoir.tciassLLT_Click () 
Dia FileName As String 
Dia FiiePath As String 
FileName • "CrNMYDOCU-lXLCREN' - lVDrSSER-UDISSER-aXLyTS^FirstLay.iag" 
'Open LUT and create header 
Cal 1 OpenLUTandCreateHeader (FileNaae) 
'Populate LUT 
Dia I As Integer 
Dia J As Integer 
Dia address As Long 
Dim Red As Double 
Dia Green As Double 
Dia Blue As Double 
Dia ByteValue As Byte 
Dia NetworkOutput As Integer 
Dia NuaberOf Inputs As Integer 
Dia NuaberOfOutputs As Integer 
NuaberOfInputs • 3 
NuaberOfOutputs • 6 
ReDia UnMappedlnputs (NuaberOfInputs) As Single 
ReDia UnaappedOutputs (NuaberOfOutputs) As Single 
Sia NetOut As Integer 
PNNSaoothing "0.05 
address • 0 
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For r » 0 To 127 
For J - 0 To 511 
Red - GeCRed(address] 
Green • c»ctGreen(address) 
Blue • GeCBIue(address) 
'calcuiace NetworicOucput and wrice byte 
UnKappedlnpucs(0) - cSaqtRed} 
UnMappedlnputs(I) • CSn?(Green) 
UnKappedlnpucs(2) • CSn9(aiue) 
Select Case _ 
ClassifyPaccemPNN(UnMappedInputs, NuBberOfOucpucs, NeCworUftsnber (0) ) 
Case 0: NecOut • 100 'PoinccIassBlueEyeMOidOaBage 
Case I: NecOuc • 125 'PointclassGeraOaoage 
Case 2:  MecOuc " ITS *PoinccIassGemCK 
Case 3: NetOut • 200 'PoincclassHardScarch 
Case 4: NecOut "ISO * PointclassShadowInGermCK 
Case 5: HecOut " 250 *PointclassScftStarch 
£nd Select 
If 1 (Red < 32) Or (Green < 22)  i  Then NetOut • 25 'aacJcqround 
ByteValue « CByte(NetCut) 
Debug.Print address. Red, Green, Sice, ByteVaXue 
Put •gfnLUTFlleNuBber, , ByteValue 
address • address •- 1 
Next J 
Kext t 
•Finish notice 
Close t^gfnLUTFileNUBber 
MsgBox "LUT Created" 
'Function definitions for GetRGB DLL 
Public gfnLUTFlleKuaber 
Public Declare Function GetRed Lib _ 
•getrgbdii.dil" 
Alias "^^GetRedS^" (ByVal add As Long) As Double 
Public Declare Function GetGreen Lib _ 
•getrgbdll.dll" 
Alias "^GetGreenS^" iByVal address As Long) As Double 
Public Declare Function GetBIue Lib 
"getrgbdll.dll-
Alias *_GetBlue94'* tByVal address As Long) As Double 
Public Sub OpenLUTandCreateHeader(LCJTFilenaae) 
Dim intCurrentByte As Integer 
•Open LUT file 
gfnLUTFileNuaber • FreeFile 
Open LLTFilenaae For Binary As •gfnLl 
'Populate LUT neader 
Put rfgfnLLTrFtleNumfaer, , C B y t e  ( ' 7 )  
Put #gfnLUTFileNuaiber, , cincioi 
Put #gfnLUTFileNumOer, , crnt(O) 
Put #gfnLUTFiieNuinfaer, , CInt(5l2) 
Put #gfnLUTFiieNuaiber, , CInt{l29) 
Put #gfnLUTFileNumber, , CXnt(8) 
Put tgfnLUTFileNuaber, , Clnt(O) 
Put #gfnLUTFlleNuraber, , Clnt(l) 
•Fill CO 128 bytes with zeros 
For intCurrentByte » 16 To 129 
Put #gfnLUTFileNumber, , CSyte(O) 
Sext intCurrentByte 
End Sub 
FiIeNuaber 
•ID Character 
•COLS for ROI 
•ROWS for ROr 
•Width Of ROI 
•Height of ROI 
•Bits per pixel 
•Scan top to bottom, left to right 
'Monochrome image 
'Zero character 
// DLL Source code for generating RGB values from address for LUT 
^include <windows.h> 
// Define prototypes 
/• Use extern "C so that function names receive meaningful decorations 
The resulting decoraCicn aliases are: 
_GetRed04 
_GetGreen04 
_GetBlue04 
Where 94 represents the total number of bytes passed on the stack 
Use declspecvdllexport) co replace .DEF file 
Set Project Settings\C*-»\Cacegory\ListingFiles to Assembly code list 
After compiling, open the .ASM file, find the line that contains 
the undecorated function definition. Examine the previous line. 
The label for the PROC NEAR command is the decorated form of the 
function name 
stdcall sets the stack order to enable the DLL to be called from a 
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non*C prograa */ 
excem "C* 
{ double _declspec(dllexportj _scdcall GetRed (lonq); 
double _declspec{dlIexport) ^scdcall GetGreen (lonq); 
double ^declspec(dllexpcrt) ^ stdcall GecSlue {Ion?}.* 
// Setup the OLLKaln function 
011Main(RINSTANC£ hinstance* DHORD dwReaaon, LPVGIO IpReserved) 
<switch(dwReason){ case DLL_PROCESSJVTTACB: (break;> 
case OLL_PROCESS_OETACH: (break.M \ 
return TRUE; 
// GetRed Function 
double _declspec(dllexport; _stdcall GetRed (Icnq add) 
( unsigned long address • (unsigned long) add; 
double red; 
red • (doubleM (((address « I") » 31)  «  7j i  
(((address << 20) » 31] « 6] i 
I {(address << 23) >> 31) « 5) i 
(((address « 26) » 31) « 4) I 
i( (address « 29) » 31) « 3)); 
red • ((int) (red / 8.0)) • 9; 
return red; ) 
// GetGreen Function 
double _declspec(dllexport} _stdcall GetGreen (long add) 
i unsigned long address « (unsigned long)add; 
double green; 
green • (double) (i Maddress << 16) >> 31) << 7) j 
(((address << 19) >> 31) << 6) 
M(address << 22) >> 31) << 51 1 
n(address << 25i >> 3lj << 4) 
(((address << 29) » 31) << 3) I 
(((address << 311 >> 31) << 2J;; 
return ;:intt (green / 4.0)1 • 4; ) 
// GetSlue Function 
double ^declspec(dllexport) _stdcall SetBlue (long add) 
( unsigned long address - (unsigned long)add; 
double blue; 
blue « (double) I (( (address << 19) » 31) << 7] | 
[((address « 21) >> 31; « 6) i 
(((address « 24) >> 31j << 5) I 
(((address << 27) >> 31) << 4) i 
1 ( (address << 30) >> 3l» << 3)); 
return ((int)(blue / 3.0)) • 0; ) 
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